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I IN THE 
SUPREME COURT 
OF THE 
STATE OF IDAJ3O 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
PLAWTIFF-MSPONDENT, 
VS . 
SAMUEL CONAN REED, 
DEFENDANT-APPELLANT. I/ - -- - -- 
Appealed fmm the District Court of the Fourlh Judicial 
Districi of the State of Idaho, in and for ADA County 
Hon TIMOTW HANSEN, District Judge 
- -- ------ 
VERNON K. SMITH 
Attorney for Apelhnt  
L A W N C E  G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Attorney for Rewondent 
- ----- - - - - 
IN THE SUPWME COURT OF THE STATE QF IDAHO 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
1 E L  CONAN REED, 
Supreme Court Case No. 371 92 
CLEM'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE TIMOTHY HANSEN 
VERNON K. SMITH 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
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@@h Judicial District Court - Ada ~aun@# *a -2- User. CCLUNDMJ 
ROA Report 
Page 1 of 2 Case: CR-MD-2007-0009942 Current Judge: John Hawley Jr 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel Conan 












Charge number 4: Charge Created John Hawley Jr. 
ID Case Created John Hawley Jr 
ID Case Opened John Hawley Jr 
ID Video Arraignment - 07/27/2007 John Hawley Jr. 
Charge number 1: Charge Booked by ACSO - John Hawley Jr 
"Citation M 138876 
ID Charge number 1: Bond Set at - 500 John Hawley Jr, 
Charge number 2: Charge Booked by ACSO - John Hawley Jr. 
-Citation M 138876 
ID Charge number 2: Bond Set at - 200 John Hawley Jr. 
ID Charge number 3: Charge Booked by ACSO - John Hawley Jr. 
-Citation M 138548 
ID Charge number 3: Bond Set at - 1000 John Hawley Jr. 
CH Affidavit of Refusal 
on BAC 
John Hawley Jr. 
HRSC CH Event Scheduled - File Review - 08/06/2007 John Hawley Jr. 
ARRN CH Video Arraignment - Video Arraignment - John Hawley Jr. 
07/27/2007 
ARRN VE Video Arraignment John Hawley Jr. 
VE Charge number 1: Rel from Custody Own John Hawley Jr. 
Recognizance 
APNG VE Charge number 1 : Not Guilty Plea John Hawley Jr. 
JTSC GS Jury Trial Set - 11/06/2007 John Hawley Jr 
HRSC GS Event Scheduled - Pre-Trial Conference - John Hawley Jr. 
1 0/04/2007 
FOGT RB Charge number 4: Defendant Found Guilty John Hawley Jr. 
FJDE RB Charge number 4: Final Judgment, Order or John Hawley Jr. 
Decree 
SNPF RB Charge number 4: Sentenced to Fine & Costs - John Hawley Jr. 
$250.00 
RB D/L Suspended- BAC Refusal John Hawley Jr. 
10/2/2007 NOTC KP Notice - Of AppearISmith John Hawley Jr. 
10/3/2007 RESD KP Defendant Request For Discovery John Hawley Jr. 
10/4/2007 CONT CT Pre-Trial Conference John Hawley Jr 
CT Case Unresolved/Stay 
on JT for Pre-Trial 
John Hawley Jr. 
HRSC CT Event Scheduled - Pre-Trial Conference - John Hawley Jr. 
1 1/06/2007 
1 01 1 012007 KP Statelcity Request for Discovery John Hawley Jr. 
REQD KP State/City Response to Disc. Req. John ~ a w l e @ O  0 0 f) 3 
1 1/5/2007 STlP RC Stipulation - to Vacate & Reset PT John Hawley Jr. 
Date 1/29/2010 
&emme &%%% 
F$$h Judicial District Coutt - Ada Coun~g;@ 
*&& User: CCLUNDMJ -2gY 
T~me 08 48 AM ROA Repart 
Page 2 of 2 Case: CR-MD-2007-0009942 Current Judge. John Hawley Jr, 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel Conan 
State af Idaho vs. Samuel Conan Reed 





Pre-Trial Conference John Hawley Jr. 
John Hawley Jr. 
John Hawley Jr. 
John Hawley Jr. 
Order - Granting Continuance 
Jury Trial Set - 01/08/2008 
Event Scheduled - Pre-Trial Conference - 
1210712007 
CONT Pre-Trial Conference John Hawley Jr. 
John Hawley Jr. Case UnresolvedIStay 
on JT for Pre-Trial 
HRSC Event Scheduled - Pre-Trial Conference - 
0 1/08/2008 
John Hawley Jr. 
Amended Complaint 
Filed 
John Hawley Jr. 
Charge number 1 : Charge Filed Cause Found John Hawley Jr. 
John Hawley Jr. 
John Hawley Jr. 
Charge number 2: Charge Filed Cause Found 
HRSC Event Scheduled - Preliminary Hearing - 
0210412008 
Charge number 1: Defendant Bound Over - 
H0800157 D.O1 
Charge number 1: Count Bound To - H0800157 
D-01 C,OOI 
John Hawley Jr. 
John Hawley Jr. 
Charge number 1 : Bond Transfened To - 
H0800157 D.O1 C.001 
John Hawley Jr. 
Charge number 2: Count Bound To - H0800157 
D.01 C.002 
John Hawley Jr. 
Charge number 2: Bond Transferred To - 
H0800157 D.O1 C.002 
John Hawley Jr. 
John Hawley Jr. 
John Hawley Jr. 
PHHD Preliminary Hearing 
Charge number 1: Disposition reported to D.O.T. 
- M 01 388763 M 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 
06/25/2008 0230 PM) 
Tim Hansen HRSC 
DCHH 
TCURQUAM 
Tim Hansen DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
08/25/2008 02:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Vanessa Gosney 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 1 1/14/2008 01 :30 
PM) Review 
Tim Hansen CCKENNJA HRSC 
Date If2912010 2$ h Judicial District Court - Ada ~ o u n ~  &$ *& 
Time 08 39 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 7 Case: CR-FE-20013-0000157 Current Judge: Tim Hansen 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel Conan 
User: CCLUNDMJ 
State of Idaho vs. Samuel Conan Reed 




Case Created - M0709942 NE WC 
COMN Charge number 1 : Committment and Papers 
Charge number I :  Defendant Transferrd In - 
M0709942 D.O1 
Charge number 1 : Count Bound From - 
M0-109942 0.01 C.OO1 
Tim Hansen 
Charge number 1: Bond Transferred From - 
NO709942 D.O1 C.OO1 
Tim Hansen 
Charge number 2: Count Bound From - 
M0709942 D.O1 C.002 
Tim Hansen 
Charge number 2: Bond Transferred From - 
















Arraignment - Arraignment - 02/15/2008 
Information and Papers Filed 
Arraignment 
Continued For Plea 
Arraignment - (Con't) 























Order - Setting PTC & JT 
Motion - to  Dismiss 
Memo in Support 
Afid in Support 
Prosecutor assigned Robert S Bandy PROS 
State Response to Defend Memo 
NOTC 
HRSC 
Notice of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 










State/City Request for Discovery 
Statelcity Response to Discovery 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
05/12/2008 03:OO PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Vanessa Gosney 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 200 pages 
*&?% &&* Date 4/29/2010 Waf?f@$ -p@%h Judicial District Ccturl: - Ada Caun@&@.-7 c&$ WS&$ User. CCLUNDMJ 
Time 08 37 AM ROA Report 
Page 2 sf 7 Case. CR-FE-2008-0000157 Current Judge: T~rn Hansen 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel Conan 
State of Idaha vs. Samuel Csnan Reed 
Date Code User Judge 
Heanng result for Pretrial Conference held on T I ~  Hansen 
0513012008 03:00 PM: Districl Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Repoder. 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimatecl: 
DCHH DCOLSOMA 






Memorandurn Decision and Order Tim Hansen 
Motion for Permission to Appeal from District Tim Hansen 





Notice of Hearing Tim Hansen 
mHearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Tim Hansen 
06/25/2008 02:30 PM) 
DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Tim Hansen 
06/25/2008 02:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Vanessa Cosney 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 









Hearing result for Review Hearing held on Tim Hansen 
06/27/2008 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Order Granting Defendant's Motion for Tim Hansen 
Permissive Appeal 
Wearing Schedul& (Status 11114/2008 01 :30 Tim Hansen 
PM) Review 
Hearing result for Status held on 11/14/2008 Tim Hansen 
01:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Vanessa C;osney 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Review - less than 100 
DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Tim Hansen 
0410312009 01 :30 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/13/2009 09:00 Tim Hansen 
AM) 2 days 
HRSC 
HRSC DCOLSOMA 
Order Setting Pretrial Conference & Jury Trial Tim Hansen ORDR 
CONT 
DCOLSOMA 
DCOLSOMA Continued (Pretrial Conference 0411 012009 Tim Hansen 
01:30 PM) 
Continued (Pretrial Conference 04/10/2009 Tim Hansen 
09100 AM) 
CONT DCOLSOMA 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Tim Hansen 
04/10/2009 09:OO AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: D. Cromwell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 000006 
DCOLSOMA DCHH 
*qj* 
Dat*ee l/%912010 @$h Judicial District Court - Ada ~oun&@i@ * User: CCLUNDMJ 
T~me: 08 37 AM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 7 Case: CR-FE-2008-0000157 Current Judge: Tim Hansen 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel Conan 
State of Idaho vs. Samuel Canan Reed 
Date Code User Judge 
41 1 012009 HRVC DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 04/13/2009 Tim Hansen 
09:OO AM: Hearing Vacated 2 days 
HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Tim Hansen 
0713 112009 01 :30 PM) 
HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/10/2009 09:00 Tim Hansen 
AM) 2 days 
411 412009 ORDR DCOATMAD Order Setting Pretrial July 13 and Jury trial Aug Tim Hansen 
10 
61 1 212009 PROS PRSMITTJ Prosecutor assigned Daniel R. Dinger Tim Hansen 
713 112809 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Tim Hansen 
07/31/2009 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: V. Gosney 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 
81 1 012009 DCHH DCOATMAD Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/10/2009 Nathan W. Higer 
09:OO AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 300 
DMOP DCOATMAD Dismissed by Motion of the Prosecutor with Tim Hansen 
hearing (118-8001 (3) Driving Without Privileges 
(third Offense)) 
DMPW DCOATMAD Dismissed by Motion of the Prosecutor without Tim Hansen 
hearing (1 18-8001 (3) Driving Without Privileges 
(third Offense)) 
HRSC DCOATMAD Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 0811 1/2009 09:OO Nathan W, Higer 
AM) Day Two 
81 1212000 DCWH DCOATMAD Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 0811 112009 Nathan W. Higer 
09:OO AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 250 
HRSC DCOATMAD Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 1010212009 Tim Hansen 
01:30 PM) 
JUlN DCOATMAD Jury Instructions Filed Tim Hansen 
VERD DCOATMAD Verdict Form Tim Hansen 
81 1 712009 PROS PRSMITTJ Prosecutor assigned BARBARA DUGCGAN Tim Hansen 
9/29/2009 MOTH TCBULCEM Motion to vacate and re-set SH Tim Hansen 
1011/2009 MlSC DCOLSOMA State's Objection to Defendant's Motion to Tim Hansen 
Vacate and Reset Sentencing 
10/7/2009 CONT DCELLISJ Continued (Sentencing 1011612009 10:30 AM) Tim Hansen 
10114i2009 ORDR BCOLSOMA Order Tim Hansen 
1012012009 CONT DCOLSOMA Continued (Sentencing 1012312009 01 :30 PM) Tim Hansen 000007 
Date 11291201 0 
T~me. 08 37 AM 
Judicial District Court - Ada User: CCLUNDMJ 
ROA Report 
Page 4 of 7 Case: CR-FE-2088-0000157 Current Judge: Tim Hansen 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel Conan 
State of Idaho vs. Samuel Conan Reed 
Date Code User 
1012312009 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Sentencing held on 10/23/2009 Tim Hansen 
01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Meld 
Court Reporter: Madsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less tahn 100 
PLEA DCOLSOMA A Plea is enterd for charge: - GT (11&8004 {F} Tim Hansen 
Driving Under The Influence) 
FlGT DCOLSOMA Finding of Guilty (118-8004 {F} Driving Under The Tim Hansen 
Influence) 
JAIL DCOLSOMA Sentenced to Jail or Detention (1 18-8004 {F} Tim Hansen 
Driving Under The Influence) Confinement 
terms: Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. 
Penitentiary indeterminate: 8 years. 
PROB DCOLSOMA Probation Ordered (118-8004 {F) Driving Under Tim Hansen 
The Influence) Probation term: 10 years 0 
months 0 days. (Felony Probation & Parole) 
CONP DCOLSOMA Conditionfs) of Probation Entered: - (1 18-8004 Tim Hansen 
{F} Driving Under The Influence) - You must 
successfully wmplete any training or counseling 
program your probation officer tells you to take 
and you are solely responsible for proving that 
you are aMending the programs your probation 
officer has directed you to take. 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condilion(s) of Probation Entered: - (118-8004 Tim Hansen 
{F} Driving Under The Influence) - You must 
submit, at your own expense, to a chemical test 
of your blood, breath or urine for 
the detection of substance abuse, when 
requested by your probation officer. 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condition(s) of Probation Entered: - (11 8-8004 Tim Hansen 
{F) Driving Under The Influence) - You must 
maintain full-time employment or education 
program and be able at all times to 
prove to your probation officer that you are 
employed full time or in a full time education 
program. 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condition(s) of Probation Entered: - (1 18-8004 Tim Hansen 
(F} Driving Under The Influence) - YOU HAVE 
BEEN CONVICTED OF A FELONY. YOU MAY 
NOT OWN, CARRY, 
POSSESS ANY WEAPONS OR FIREARMS OF 
ANY TYPE FOR ANY REASON. 
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Date. 1/29/2010 
T~me: 08:37 AM 
MsB& 
&%*h Judicial District Court - Ada ~oun@z+ ** a* User: CCLUNDMJ 
ROA Report 
Page 6 sf 7 Case: CR-FE-2008-0000157 Current Judge: Tim Hansen 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel Conan 
State of Idaho vs. Samuel Conan Reed 
Date Code User Judge 
10/23/2009 CONP DCOLSOMA Condition(s) of Probation Entered: - (118-8004 Tim Hansen 
(F) Driving Under The Influence) - You must not 
purchase, possess or consume any drug or 
narcotic unless specifically 
prescribeci by a medical doctor. You must give 
a copy of the prescription to your Probation 
Officer, 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condition(s) of Probation Entered: - (118-8004 Tim Hansen 
{F) Driving Under The Influence) - You must take 
all medications prescribed by your attending 
physician. You 
must give a copy of the prescription to your 
probation officer. 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condition(s) of Probation Entered: - (118-8004 Tim Hansen 
{F) Driving Under The Influence) - You cannot 
have any checking accounts or any checks in 
your possession without the 
written permission of your probation officer. 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condition(s) of Probation Entered: - (11 8-8004 Tim Hansen 
{F) Driving Under The Influence) - You cannot 
refuse any B.A.C. (Blood Alcohol Content) tests 
when requested by any law 
enforcement officer. 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condition(s) of Probation Entered: - (118-8004 Tim Hansen 
(F) Driving Under The Influence) - You must not 
go to any place where the sale of alcohol is the 
major source of the 
establishment's business. You may not go to any 
bars or liquor stores, 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condiiion(s) of Probation Entered: - (118-8004 Tim Hansen 
{F) Driving Under The Influence) - You cannot 
purchase, possess or consume any alcoholic 
beverages while on probation. 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condition(s) of Probation Entered: - (118-8004 Tim Hansen 
{F) Driving Under The Influence) - You must not 
purchase, possess or consume any drug or 
narcotic unless specifically 
prescribed by a medical doctor. You must give a 
copy of the prescription to your Probation 
Officer. 
CONP DCOLSOMA Condition(s) of Probation Entered: - (118-8004 Tim Hansen 
{F) Driving Under The Influence) - After the 
period of suspension is over, the defendant must 
apply to this Court before the 
defendant may drive. Defendant must first have 
a valid current driver's license and proof 
of insurance as required by law. 
STAT DCOLSOMA STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk Tim Hansen 
action O O O O I O  
SNPF DCOLSOMA Sentenced To Pay Fine 115.50 charge: 118-8004 Tim Hansen 
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IDAHO UNIFORM CITATION 
In THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE - -&TH-  JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO 
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- -- 
I vio*1#2 -__--------A- ----- - 
I Cnde Seti~on 
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1 THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT 
I You are hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk of the Magistrates Court of the 
.- 
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DEC 2 4 2007 
GREG N. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Brian Naugle or 'Tanner Stelllnon 
Deputy Prosecuting Anorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3 19 2 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
'2'eiephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DIS'TRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DlSTEUCT OF 
"THE STATE OF IDMIO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
'THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 Case No. M0709942 
Plaintiff, 1 
VS. ) AMENDED 
) C O M P L A I N T  
SAMUEL CONAN REED, 1 
Defend-. 
1 Reed's DOB: 9/21/1971 
) 
Reed's SSN: 
13EKSONALLY APPEhRED Before me this @ day of December 2007, Brian 
Naugle or Tanner Stellmon, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, 
State of Idaho, who, being first duly sworn, coinplains and says: that SAMUEL CONAN 
REED, on or about the 26th day of July, 2007, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did 
commit the crimes of:. 1. OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL (TWO OR MORE WITHIN TEN E A R S ) ,  FELONY, 1.C. 
$18-8004, 8005(5) and 11. DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. 
18-800 l(3) as follows: 
AMENDED COMPLAINT (M0709942), Page 1 
000018 
C O m T  I 
'Ihat the Defendmt, SAMUEL CONAN FEED, on or about the 26th day of July, 
2007, in the County of Ada, State of ldaho, did drive a lnotor vehicle, to-wit: a beige 1985 
Jeep Cherokee, on or at Linder and Cherry Lane, while under the inlluence of alcohol 
andor drugs, while having pled guilty to or hariing been found guilty of at least t ~ o  
violations of I.C. 9 18-8004 within the previous ten years. 
COUNT lI 
'That the Defendant, SAMUEL CONAN FEED, on or about the 26th day of July, 
2007, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a lnotor vehicle, to-wit: a beige 1985 
Jeep Cherokee, upon a highway, to-wit: Linder and Cherry Lane, knowing his operator's 
license or pennit \hias suspended in Idaho. 
A11 of which is contray to the form. force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace arid dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefbre prays that a Warrant issue for the arrest of the Dekndant 
and that SAPvZUEL CONAN RE%D, may be dealt with according to law. 
GWC N. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Deputy prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRlBED AND Sworn to before me th iA7day of Uecelnber 2007. 
AMENDED COMPLAINT (N0709942), Page 2 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY. MAGISTRATE DlVlSlON 

























X STATE SWORN 
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COMPUINT SIGNED 
k AMENDED COMPUllNT SIGNED NO PC FOUND 
EXONERATE BOND 
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Ada Cowry Prosecutkg Anomey 
Whimey Welsh 
Deputy Prosecutkg Aaomey 
200 W . Front Street, Room 3 19 1 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 




) Case No. MO709942 
) 
VS. ) C O M M I T M E N T  
) Defendant's DOB: 9/21/1971 
SAMUEL CONAN REED, 1 Defendant's SSN: 
) 
Defendant. ) 
THE ABOVE N M D  D E E N D m ,  SAMUEL CONAN REED, having 
been brought before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the fL day of 
2008, on a charge that the Defendant on or about the 26th day of July 2007, 
in rhe County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of I. OPERATING A 
MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL (TWO OR 
C O ~ I T M I E M  (WED), Page 1 000022 
MORE WITHIN TEN YEARS), FELONY, LC. rj 18-8W, 8005(5) and 11. DRIVING 
WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, MISD., 1.C. $18-8001 (3), as follows: 
COUNT I 
That the Defendant, SAMUEL GONAN REED, on or about the 26th day of 
July, 2007, in the C o u n ~  of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 
beige 1985 Jeep Cherokee, on or at Linder and Cherry Lane, while under the influence 
of alcohol andlor drugs, while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at 
least two violations of I.C. ij 18-8004 within the previous ten years. 
COUNT I1 
That the Defendant, SAMUEL CONAN REED, on or about the 26th day of 
July, 2007, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 
beige 1985 Jeep Cherokee, upon a highway, to-wit: Linder and Cherry Lane, bowing 
his operator's license or permit was suspended in Idaho. 
The I3efendant having so appeared and having hadlhaving waived prelhinary 
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged 
as set forth has been comitted in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to 
klieve that the Defendant is guilty of comrt ing  the offense as charged. 
W m W F O m ,  IT IS O m E m D  that the Defendant be held to amwer to the 
District C o w  of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County 
of Ada, to the charge herein set forth. Bail is set in the sum of $ 
DATED this 2 day of February 2008. 
COmITNIE=N1: (REED), Page 2 
CJ3BMIN ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
CCEDWARM 
SCHEDULED EVENT: JUDGE : CLERK : 
Preliminary Hearing John Hawley Jr. Paula Grossman 
DATE: 02/04/2,008 TIME: 8:30 COURT REPORTER: A A 
TAPE NO: 8' PR/AGY: AC PROS : 
P.D. /ATTO 
REED SAMUEL CONAN M0709942.01 - SSN  DOB 09/21/1971 
1 DUI DRIVIN S 18 8004 5 F 2 DRIVERS LI S 18 8001 3 M 
3 CHEMICAL T S 18 8002 
O~~II'!' Case Called Def : Present - Not Pres. - In Custody 
- Advised of Rights - Waived Rts - PD Appointed - Waived Atty 
- Guilty  lea/^^ Admit - N/G Plea - Advise Subsqt Penalty 
- Bond $ ROR - Pay/Stay - Payment Agr 
* Finish ( ) Release Defendant 
War# M0709945 Def# 01 Seq# 01 Type B Docket# Rev: 3/57 
Session: mWLEUQ20408 Division: MC Courtroom: CRZ 04 
Session Date: 2008/02/04 Session Trme: 07:46 










Public Defenderis) : 
Botlmer, Steven 
Toothman, Rsck 
Court rn te rpre te r  (s) : 
Kirby, Sherrr 
C a s e  ID: 0009 
Case Number: PI0709942 
Pbalntiff: STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: REED, SANUEL 
Ca-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
State Attorney: Welsh, Whltney 
Publlc Defender: 
200s/ rJ2 /04  
L5:J9:57 - Operator 
Recording: 
15:19:57 - New case 
REED, SAMUEL 
15:20:L7 - Pers. Attorney: Smsth, Vernon K 
issues with prsor DUI , J O C  
15:21:54 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whltney 
not appropriate time for this informatlan, thls 1s Prelim Eie 
arlng, these 
:5:2%:15 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whltney 
mattes need to be brought up at D~strrct Court 
15:22:25 - Pers. Attorney: Srnlth, Vernon K 
this court has to make determlnatlon of 2 prlor convlctsons 
i5:28:37 - Judge: Hawley, John 
inclined to go forward with hearing today 
15:28:50 - Pers. Attorney: Srnlth,  Vernon K 
responds 
I s J : 3 0 : 4 8  - Judge: Hawley, John 
den~es oral motion at this time 
15:31:35 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whltney 
calls Terry Hodges 
15:32:29 - Other: Hodges, Terry 
sworn 
15:32:33 - Other: Hodges, Terry 
works for Meridlan Pollce Dept, Patrol Gorp. 
15:32:58 - Other: Hodges, Terry 
7 years experience - POST 
L5:34:15 - Other: Hodyes, Terry 
heading west bound on Cherry Lane, PC was expzred tags, sntl 
ated stop 
15:35:15 - Other: Hodges, Terry 
ldentifzes defendant rn the courtroom 
15:35:49 - Other: Hodges, Terry 
whsle defendant was talk~ng to hlrn,, he was shaking, defenda 
nt told htm he 
15:36:09 - Other: Hodges, Terry 
was taksng meds, asked defendant if he had drank any alcohol 
, defendant sard 
15:36:39 - Other: Hodges, Terry 
not t h a t  day 
15:36:59 - athe:: Hodyes, Terry 
called another officer who is a DRF - Drug Rec. Expert, 0th 
er offzcer took 
15:37:24 - Other: Hodges, Terry 
over the stop 
15:37:27 - Pers. Attorney: Srnzth, Vernon K 
Cross-exam~natzon of the wxtness. 
15:38:48 - State Attorney: Welsh, Wkrtney 
object~on - questrons asked and answered 
15:38:59 - Judge: Hawley, John 
will allow, questions counsel 
15:39:21 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
rephrase questzon 
15:39:48 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whltney 
oblectlon - relevance, 
Page 3 
15:43:01 - Judge: Wawley, John 
asks counsel to rephrase questlon 
15:43:12 - P e s s .  Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
Cross-examlnaLion of the wltness continues 
15:46:13 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whitney 
Redlrect examrnatlon, 
15:47:18 - State Attorney: Welsh, Wh~tney 
asks Off~cer to refresh memory by revlewlng report 
15:47:31 - P e r s .  Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
na objection 
i5:47:35 - Judge: Hawley, John 
allows offlcer to review report 
15:48:07 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whltney 
calls Darrn Wurst 
15:43:48 - Other: Wurst, Darzn 
sworn 
15:48:50 - Other: Hurst, Darln 
w s r k s  for Mer~dlan PD 
L5:52:23 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whltney 
wants to allow offscer to review report 
L5:52:33 - Pers. Attorney: Srnrth, Vernon K 
wants further foundation 
15:52:38 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whitney 
lays foundation 
15:53:23 - Judge: Hawley, John 
allows officer to review report 
15:54:51 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
object son 
16:03:49 - Pers. Attorney: Smlth, Vernon K 
objection to oprnron or conclusron 
;6:05:04 - Judge:  Wawley, John 
allows wxtness to answer question 
LG:05:32 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
Cross-examination of the wltness. 
16:L4:58 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whitney 
cbjectien - mlscharacterlzes testrmony 
1 g : 1 5 : L ' 3  - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
wlll rephrase questlon 
16:15:51 - Other: Hurst, Darln 
no recording made that he knows of, not sure if Wodges made 
a recording 
16:19:21 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
sbjectlon to Ex 1 - but no objection to Ex 2 
16:20:00 - Judge: Wawley, John 
admits both exhlblts, notes objection by Mr. Smlth 
16:20:18 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
moves to admit Ex A 
16:21:34 - State Attorney: Welsh, Whitney 
objection - relevance 
14:23:11 - P e r s .  Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
responds 
16:28:35 - Judge: Hawley, John 
state keeps their exhibits, court wlll keep the Defense E x  A 
- they wlll be 
16:28:44 - Judge: Hawley, John 
put Into the exhlbit process 
16:29:19 - Operator 
Stop recording : 
' '  "3 GREG H. BOWER 
\ < "  
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3 19 1 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phorre: 287-77W 
Fax: 287-7789 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 




SAMUEL CONAN REED, ) Llefendant's DOB: 
1 Defendant's SSN: 
Defendant. ) 
GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Aka, State 
of Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, 
comes now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that SAMUEL CONAN 
REED i s  accused by this Infomation of the crimes of: I. OPERATING A MOTOR b) 
~d / 
VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL (TWO OR MORE. 
WITHIN TEN YEARS), FELONY, I.C. $18-8004, 8005(5) and 11. DRIVING 
WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, MISD., 1.C. $18-8001(3) which crimes were committed as 
ti>llows: 
INFORMATION {=ED), Page 1 000029 
COUNT 1 
Tlrat the Defindant, SAMUEL CONAN REED, on or about the 26th day of 
July, 2007, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 
beige 1985 Jeep Cherokee, on or at Linder and Cherry Lane, while under the influence 
of alcohol andlor drugs, while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at 
least two violations of I.C. rj 18-8004 wiihh the previous ten years. 
COUNT I1 
That the Defendant, SAMUEL CONAN REED, on or about the 26th day of 
July, 200L in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 
beige 1985 Jeep Cherokee, upon a highway, to-wit: Linder and Cherry Lane, knowing 
his operator's license or permit was suspended in Idaho. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case 
INFOMIATION (REEL)), Page 2 
Page 1 
Session: Hansen021508 Division: DC Courtroom: CR507 
Sess~sn Date: 2008/02/15 Session Time: 0 8 : 3 6  
Judge: Hansen, Timothy 





Bandy, R. Scott 
Gunn, George 
Medema , Johnathon 




Prob. Officer (s) : 
Court interpreter (s) : 
Case ID: 6024 
Case Number: H0800157 
Pla~ntiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel 
Addztional audio and annotations can be found In ease: 0026. 
Co-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
State Attorney: Bandy, R. Scott 
Publ~c Defender: 
2008/02/15 
13:31:12 - Operator 
Recording : 
13:31:L2 - New case 
Reed, Samuel 
13:31:52 - Operator 
Stop recordzng: 
Session: Hansen021508 Page 2 
Case Number: H0800157 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel 
Previous audio and annotations can be found In case: 0024. 
Co-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
State Attorney: Bandy, R. Scott 
Pub11.e Defender: 
13:36:19 - Operator 
Recording: 
J3:36:19 - Recall 
Reed, Samuel 
3.3:36:24 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
Galls case, def. is present on bond wlth counsel 
13:37:06 - Public Defender: 
13:37:07 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
Has received the information and will waive reading 
13:37:25 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
Arraigns def. on Information 
13:39:10 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
would Like 2 week set over, and preparation for PH transcrip 
t: 
13:40:04 - Judge:  Hansen, Timothy 
will set over to Feb. 29 at 9 for EOP 
1 3 : 4 1 : 2 3  - Operator 
Stop recording: 

. i . '  
Session: Hansen022908 Page 2 
10:07:37 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
will set for JT on June 9 at 9 and PT May 30 at 3 
10:09:31 - State Attorney: Gunn, George 
would like to set briefing deadlines 
10:10:44 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
10:11:18 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
31st of March for Motion and Memo to Dismiss from Mr. Smith, 
State then has 
10:11:54 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
till 5pm on April 21 for response 
10:14:18 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
i -  r " /  -- #.- 
i VERNON K SMITH 
A -  
T i"pJ 
AUORNEY AT LAW 
J 1900 West Main Street 
Bo~se, ldaho 83702 
ldaho State Bar No. 1365 
Telephone: (208) 345-1 125 
Fax: (208) 345-1 129 
MAR 0 7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SAMUEL C. REED, 
000 
) 
) Case No. H0800157 
) 






COMES NOW Samuel C Reed, named as the Defendant In the lnformatlon 
on file In thls actlon, and through h ~ s  counsel, Vernon K Smlth, does move thls 
Court pursuant to Rule 12(b), I C R , to dlsmlss the cr~minal charge ~dentrf~ed In the 
lnformatron on file hereln, for the reasons and upon the grounds the elemental 
/ 
requlrernents for predicate prior offenses required under 5 18-8005, ldaho Code, 
are not present In this actlon, as the statute requires the existence of two or more 
vlolatlons of record, whlch have not been set aside, withdrawn, or vacated by court 
order 
That th~s Defendant was granted a Wlthheld Judgment In relation to that 
plea of gullty to the offense of operating a motor vehlcle wh~le under the Influence of 
alcohol as accepted by the court on May 6, 2004, by Magistrate, Henry R Boomer 
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Ill, Valley County, Idaho, and pursuant to the conditions of Defendant's entry of 
plea and the Withheld Judgment granted and entered thereon, a further order of the 
court would be and was entered and pursuant to the Order of the Court as 
thereafter entered on May 16, 2006, it was specifically ordered, and it did become 
the ORDER of the Court, and it did so ORDER, that Defendant's fomer plea of 
guilly was uncondit~onally withdrawn, and the plea was deemed as though ~t had 
never been tendered to or accepted by the Court, and Defendant's plea of not gu~lty 
was then reinstated in the matter, and the matter was dismissed with prejudice by 
the Court. 
That final Order of the Court d ~ d  effectively remove the guilty plea from the 
record, unconditionally and absolutely, and did reinstate Defendant's former plea of 
not gu~lty, and upon that state of the record, the matter was then dismissed with 
prejudrce. The direct purpose and effect of that Order was to eliminate any 
consequenE of a plea, as ident~fied in State v, Dietz, 120 ldaho 755, 819 P 2d 
11 55 (1 991), and that event of a plea, being ordered withdrawn and deemed never 
tendered to or ampted by the Court is treated as being vacated, set aside, and 
withdrawn in accordan= with the C o w s  power, jurisdiction and authority conferred - 
upon it by ldaho law, as identified by statute in Ej 19-2604, ldaho Code, and cannot 
be used to form any basis for the imposition of any enhancement penalties 
env~sioned by Cjj 18-8005(4), ldaho Code, and as a consequence thereof, there 
cannot, and does not, exist a h~story of two prior predicate v~olat~ons of record 
w~th~n the prfor ten years, as required to enhance an offense of this nature to that of 
MOTION TO DISMISS P 2 
a felony charge as alleged in the Information in this action, and by v~rtue of that, this 
felony charge mus' by the Court. ---. 
----.. 
\ 
Attorney for Defendant -\ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIF arch 2008, 1 caused a true 
and correct copy of the above and foregoing to be delivered to the following 
persons at the following addresses as follows: 
Clerk of the Court ( 1 U.S. Mail 
Fourth Judicial District ( 1 Fax 
Ada County ( Hand Delivered 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
Ada County Prosecutor ( U.S. Mail 
200 West Front Street 
3rd Floor 
( 
( Gtivq red 
Boise, ldaho 83702 \ - i 
i 
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VERNON K. SMITH 
AlTORNEY AT LAW 
1900 West Main Street 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
ldaho State Bar No. 1365 
Telephone: (208) 345-1 125 
Fax: (208) 345-1 129 
J. DAVID NAVARRU, Cbrk 
mPum 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
000 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, Case No. H0800157 
Plaintiff, AFFIDAVIT OF VERNON K. SMITH 
v. ) 
SAMUEL C. REED, ) 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNN OF Ada ) 
COMES NOW The Affiant, Vernon K. Smith, Attomey At Law, and attorney 
for Defendant herein, Samuel C. Reed, and being first duly sworn upon oath, does 
- -- 
depose and say as follows: 
I. That Affiant did contact the District Court Clerk of Valley County, 
Idaho, and did secure a certified copy of the Order that had been entered by the 
Honorable Henry R. Boomer Ill on May 16, 2006, and that original certified copy 
received from the Valley County District Court Clerk is attached hereto, and that 
document is being submitted to the Court to become part of the Record in this case, 
(-7"" ?b_ 
- AFFIDAVIT OF VERNON K SMITH P 1 
and to be reviewed by the Court in relyin 
Information on file 
of March 2008. 
Affiant 
before me this day of March 2008. 
~ e s x t n ~  at Boise, ldaho 
My Commission Expires: 10116f 13. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the ay of March 2008, 1 caused a true 
and correct copy of the above and foregoing to be delivered to the following 
persons at the following addresses as follows: 
Clerk of the Court ( U.S. Mail 
Fourth Judicial District Fax 
Ada County [ Hand Delivered 
200 West Front Street - 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 West Front Street 
3'Cl Floor 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
AFFIDAVIT OF VERNON K. SMITH P, 2 
VERNON K. SMITH 
A-ORNEY AT M W  
1900 West Main Street 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
Case No, 
F i 1 e d A . M .  
ldaho State Bar No. 1365 
Telephone: (208) 345-1 1125 
Fax' (208) 345-1 129 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNW OF VALLEY 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
000 
1 











Upon reading Defendant's Motion to Dismiss the Action, and the Withheld 
Judgment Order before entered by this Court on May 6, 2004, and Defendant 
having complied fully with all terms and conditions of the probation imposed upon 
on him on May 6,2004; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, That Defendant's 
former plea of guilty is unconditionally withdrawn, and the plea is deemed as 
though it had never been tendered to or accepted by the Court, Defendant's plea of 
not guilty is reinstated in this maeer, and the matter IS hereby d~smissed, with 
prejudice. 
Dated this day of May 2006. 
ORDER P 1 
I hetray wfirfy pfia1 ltIe forworng rs a 
true consct m y  of the odginal on file 
I hereby c e r t i f y  that un this 16th day o f  May, 3006, I 
m a i l e d  (served) a true and correc t  copy of the within 
I n s t r u m e n t  to the following: 
VALLEY CCUNTY PROSECUTOR 
1NTk:gDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
VEKNON K. SMITH 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1900 WEST MAIN STREET 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
Be1 
ATTN: DAWN PECK 
P . O .  t30:",00 
EIERIUIAPJ, ID 83680 
D . 3 . T .  
Dl< ZVEI\S SERVLGE' S SECTLOIg 
P . O .  BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83707 
SUPFEME COURT 
P . O .  BOX 53729 
BOISE, ID 83720 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
LELAND G. HEINRICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
VERNON K. SMITH 
AmORNEY AT LAW 
1000 West Main Street 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
ldaho State Bar No. 1365 
Telephone: (208) 345-1 125 
Fax: (208) 345-1 129 
MAR 0 7  2008 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIClAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUMm OF ADA 
000 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
) 
) Case No. H0800157 
Plaintiff, 
v. 





STATEMENT OF FACTS 
On July 26, 2007, this Defendant was arrested and issued a citation for 
Operating a Motor Vehicle while Undw the Influence of Alcohol andlor Drugs, in 
violation of 918-8004, ldaho Code. The State of ldaho did thereafter allege it had a 
factual basis and right to amend the citation to allege this event to constitute a third 
such violation, and amended the charge to a felony, as this Defendant did before 
enter a plea of guilty to two prior alleged DUI offenses, one on or about May 6, 
2004 in Valley County, Idaho, and a second event where Defendant entered a plea 
to a DUI offense (involving prescriptive medications) on September 27, 2007. The 
issue before this Court is the Valley County case, and whether the nature and 
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mnsequential effects stemming from the first incident and final Order in Valley 
Counv, eliminates use of the Valley County case. The legal effects and 
consequences resulting from the plea tendered by Defendant in Valley County on 
May 6,2004, had been fully vacated, set aside and withdrawn by the Court on May 
16, 2006, by Order of the Court under its authority and jurisdiction vested in the 
Court pursuant to fj 19-2604, ldaho Code. Defendant had received a Withheld 
Judgment initially in that case, issued by the Honorable Henry R. Boomer on May 
6, 2004, and upon the completion of Defendant's period of probation, the Court did 
grant entirely Defendant's Motion for Withdrawal of his plea of guilty to that charge, 
and the matter was deemed by Court Order to be viewed that the plea had never 
been tendered to or accepted by the Court, and the Court then reinstated 
Defendant's former plea of 'not" guilty, and the matter was then fully and entirely 
dismissed by the Court, with prejudice. That final Order was entered of record on 
May 16, 2006, a copy of that certified Order was provided to the Court at the time of 
the Preliminary Hearing in this matter, and counsel is now filing the original certified 
copy of record with the Valley County Court with this Court, to become part of the 
record in this case, attached as Exh~bit 1 t o B e  Affidavit of Vemon K. Smith, 
contemporaneously submitted herewith. 
The specific contents of that Order filed in Valley County entered by Judge 
Boomer was designed to unconditionally address and comply with the specific 
language contained in § 19-2604, ldaho Code, and to meet the mandate 
announced by the ldaho Appellate Court it its decision, as addressed in State v. 
Deitz, 120 Idaho 775, 819 P2d. 1155 (Ct. App. 1991) so as to fully achieve the 
intended relief to be afforded to a compliant defendant, by virtue of the judicial 
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authority, jurisdiction, and discretion as authorized and given to a judge in $19- 
2604, ldaho Code. Accordingly, the Order was entered, and the intent of that Order 
afforded that specific relief to Defendant that removes the plea from the record 
entirely, emphasized to the fullest extent by the reinstatement of the former plea of 
"not guilty", and the further language the guilty plea was regarded as though it had 
not been tendered or accepted by the Court. This event cannot now be used as a 
predi~ate basis for the enhancement of subsequent penalties, or used to enhance 
the nature of the alleged offense under the statute to allege a felony charge, as 
there exists no determination of guilt of record in that case. By virtue of that Order, 
it did unconditionally preclude use of that prior event, as the plea of guilty, in all 
respects, was set aside, vacated, withdrawn and removed of record, to the full 
extent as though it had not been tendered or accepted by the Court, and for those 
reasons can no longer be used as a condition of a past event to allow consideration 
for impos~tron of enhancement penalties othew~se identified in the DUI Statute, 
s18-8005, ldaho Code. 
CONTROLLING CASE AUTWORIN 
,This issue has been well-addressed by our appebte court system, and has 
undertaken an analysis of 519-2604, ldaho Code and its application and content of 
an order when discussing the DUI statute This process began with an issue raised 
in ' , 107 Idaho 950, 694 P2d. 1298 
(1 985); and then in State v. Bever, 1 18 ldaho 80, 82, 794 P2d. 1 136, 1 138 (1 990). 
The Bever decision concluded the legislature had clearly identified a "determination 
of guilt" and its presence of record to be the event to be considered by the court in 
determining the application of an enhanced penalty statute. Following that 
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decision, the concept of what is required to avoid the consequential application of 
enhanmment penalties was discussed and identified in State v, Dietz, I20 ldaho 
755, 756, 81 9 P2d. 1 155, 11 56 (1 991), wherein our appellate court took particular 
notim of their Bever decision, and - held the event to be 
cons~dered by a trial court in determining whether the enhanced penalty provisions 
of 318-8005, ldaho Code could apply to a given situation, is the need to look to @ 
determination , and if that determination of quilt has been set aside, vacated 
or withdrawn from the record in accordance with the authority and provisions of 9 
19-2604, ldaho Code, it cannot be subsequently used to enhance the penalty in the 
event of a further charge for DUI. The Die& court reviewed all implicat~ons, 
consequences, and effects of 918-8005, ldaho Code, addressing the Withheld 
Judgment and reference as to the forms of judgments, and then addressed 919- 
2604, Idaho Code and the authority it vested in judges and its intended use to 
achieve an intended result. The court specifically concluded the enhanced penalty 
provisions of 18-8005, ldaho Code will only apply if the "determination of guiltJ1 has 
not been set aside, vacated or withdrawn when the matter is being considered for -
dismissal un@x a Withheld Judgment granted by the Court. T& authority for a 
court to set aside, vacate or withdraw a plea of guilty, and to discharge a Defendant 
was discussed by these courts, as the court's jurisdiction, power and authority to 
give that relief is specifically vested in the court and is identified in 519-2604 (I), 
ldaho Code. As a consequence of the analysis undertaken in Dietz, supra, if the --
plea of guilty is specifically set aside, vacated or withdrawn, upon motion of 
defendant or upon the Court's own motion, or as a condition of or as part of the 
dismissal, then the enhancement provisions of 918-8005 (4), ldaho Code from that 
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event, have no application, and as a consequenm, there exists no basis to 
enhanm the penalty from the effects of that Court Order. The assessment used in 
Dietz still remains the controlling analysis, and it remains the state of the law on the 
subject of penal& enhancement on DUI cases, and has withstood krrther analysis 
in subsequent decisions rendered by the Appellate Court after the Dietz decision 
was decided by our Appellate Courts. There have been several subsequent cases 
that have either touched upon or raised some aspect of the effects of a Withheld 
Judgment in the context of the Sex Offender Registration Act, and how the courts 
have attempted to deal with or reconcile the potential contradictions suggested to 
exist in the law. In some of these subsequent cases, the Court has looked at the 
intended effect of other statutes in relation to the intended effects of $ 19-2604, 
ldaho Code, and considered matters besides the enhanced penalty provisions used --
under the DUI statute. The Sex Offender Registration Act requirements was one of 
those further areas of concern, and have determined the reg~strat~on will still be 
authorized, despite the consequential effects of $ 29-2604, Idaho Code. Our 
Appellate Courts, however, have maintained the consistent theory on the intent of 
an Order using the lawuage contained in 5 19-2604, as it relates to DUmatters, 
and if the Order has vacated, set aside or withdrawn the plea, then there exists no 
basis for enhancement from that event. The analysis that must be undertaken 
when considering the implications of pleas and prior withheld judgments and 
dismissals in prior DUI cases is a function of determining the content of the Order 
dismissing the case. The Dietz case remains controlling here. The Court is 
advised all of the more recent analysis in such cases as State v. Schumacher, 131 
Idaho 484, 959 P2d. 465 (1998); State v. Perkins, 135 Idaho 17, 13 P3d. 344 
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(2000); -v. Scott, 135 ldaho 457, 10 P3d. 771 (2001); State v. Dorn, 140 Idaho 
404, 94 P3d. 709, (2004); and State v. Robinson, Docket No. 31214, 146 P3d. 152 
(Id Ct. App. 2005). In each of these cases, our Appellate Courts have either 
confirmed or reaffimed what must exist ''of record" before the elements of 
enhanmment can be considered, and the court must determine whether the former 
plea or finding of guilt has been set aside, vacated or withdrawn from the record, in 
conjunction with the dismissal of the action, pursuant to the terms and the 
conditions of the withheld judgment as entered by a Court. In our case, the Valley 
County Court Order specifically stated: 
"IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, That 
Defendant's former plea of guilty is unconditionally withdrawn, and 
the plea is deemed as though it had never been tendered to or 
acepted by the Court. Defendant's plea of not guilty is reinstated in 
this matter, and the matter is hereby dismissed, with prejudice." 
There can be no legal or factual challenge raised by the prosecutorial 
agency of Ada County to argue against the fact the Valley County Court Order is 
complete and has met the mandates of Dietz and § 19-2604, and should not 
challenge the state of the law as it exists from the Idaho Appellate Courts on the 
elements required for subseqmt enhancements. Defendant's former plea w a z  
absolutely and unconditionally withdrawn and the court order was designed to 
specifically remove absolutely his prior plea of guilty, and declared the plea had 
never been tendered to or accepted bv the Court, and his former plea of not quiltv 
was re~nstated to demonstrate the unconditional effects of the vacation of his plea, 
and that was accomplished through Motion and Order of the Court when the Order 
was entered May 16, 2006 by Judge Henry R. Boomer, under his Order of 
Dismissal. There exists no basis for the State to argue against the legal and 
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binding effects resulting from the specific language announmd in the order and the 
specific state of the law developed in Dietz and other cases, and the Court's intent 
to comply with the benefits bestowed by Idaho's case law, as the plea of guil'ty was 
removed entirely and the former plea of not guilty was fully reinstated, eliminating 
the foundat~on of a "guilty plea" entirely, and that event cannot be considered for the 
application of the enhancement statute in this case now pending before the Court, 
alleging a felony in the lnformation on file in this action. With the inclusion of that 
withdrawal language in the Order of Dismissal, it becomes axiomatic the 
"detemination of guilt" was eliminated and vacated absolutejy, with as much 
emphasis as possible, so the determination of guilt could no longer be of record, 
and it cannot be utilized by the court in conjunction with the application of the 
enhancement penalties under the DUI statute. 
CONCLUSION 
The State of ldaho has no lawful basis to bring this matter before the Court 
as a felony charge, as alleged in the Information on file in this action, and the 
lnformation must be dismissed as a matter of ldaho law. The State of ldaho is and 
must be, pursuant to the applicable cxj~ authority on this issue, prohibited from -- 
seeking application of the Valley County event that occurred May 6, 2004, as a 





virtue of the Court's Order on May 16,2006. i 
i -- 
Respecffully submitted this 
h 
y of March 2008.\#1' 
Attornev for ~efendanf i l  
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the day of March 2008, 1 caused a 
true and correct copy of the above and foregoing to be delivered to the following 
persons at the following addresses as follows: 
Clerk of the Court ( 1 U.S. Mail 
Fourth Judicial District ( 1 Fax 
Ada County 
( P )  Hand Delivered 200 West Front 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St, 
afd Floor 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
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GREG H. BOWER 
rpa' Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
R. SCOTT BANDY 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3 191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS.  
SAMUEL CONAN REED, 
Defendant, 
Case No. CRFE2008-000157 
) 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO 
) DEFENDANT'S 
MEMORANDUM 
On behalf of the above-named Plaintiff, R. Scott Bandy, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in 
and for the County of Ada, Sbte of Idaho, and submits this response to Defendant's 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss (hereafter "Memorandum"). 
INTRODUCTION 
It has long been recognized that the Courts of Idaho have consistently ruled that 
statutes such as I.C. $19-2604 are not to be interpreted for the benefit of repeat offenders. 
Defendant now requests that this Court do precisely that, and hold that a 19-2604 withdrawal 
of his guilty plea somehow allows him to escape the enhanced penalties of a third offense 
DUI. Defendant's Memorandum does nothing more than advance an arbitrary and artificial 
distinction that has already been considered and rejected by our Supreme Court. For the 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM 
Case # CRFE2008-000157, Page 1 
reasons stated below, the State request this Court deny the motion and hold that Defendant's 
instant DUI is properly charged as a third ol'fence, a Felony. 
On July 8, 2003, Defendant Samuel Reed was arrested in Valley County, Idaho, on a 
charge of excessive DUI, I.G. $18-8004C. Defendant entered a knowing and voluntary plea of 
guilty to the charge of excessive DUI, at which time the Court withheld judgment. Defendant 
was placed on supervised probation for a period of two years. Subsequently, on May 16, 2006, 
following the successhl completion of Defendant" tern of probation, the Court in Valley 
County entered an Order dismissing the case pursuant to I. G. $19-2604. See Memomd~ir-n, at 6. 
The specific terms of that Order form rhe basis of the instant legal issue. 
Approximately three months later, Defendant was pulled over again in Ada County on 
suspicion of driving under the influence. The Deitndant subsequently was charged with the 
offense of Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol andlor Drugs in Ada County Case 
M06115110, The Defendant entered a plea of Guilty in that case on December 7Ih, 2007. Prior 
to his plea, the Defenciant used an identical qproach attempting to collaterally attack the Valley 
County Judgment. The Defendant's Motion to Deny State's Application of Enhancement 
Provisions of I.C. 18-8W5 was heard and decided on the merits by the Honorable Judge 
Gardunia. Her written opinion denying the Defendant's motion, while not binding, is 
persuasive, and is attached as attachment "A" for the courts consideration. On the basis of this 
plea to the Charge of Driving Under the Influence and Defendant's earlier plea of guilty in 
Valley County Case No. GR03-4016, Defendant was charged in the instant case with driving 
under the influence, third offense within ten years, a Felony, I.C. $18-8005-5. 
Defendant contends that the withdrawn guilty plea from the prior Valley County case is a 
bar to prosecution for a third offense Driving Under the Inf-luence. 
1. The Order from Defendant" prior DUI purports to grant more relief to Defendant 
than can legally be given under I.C. 319-2604. 
S?'ATk:'S KESPONSE '1'0 DEFENDANT'S MEIMOKANDUM 
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I.C. $19-260411) provides that if sentence or judgment has been withheld, then upon 
application of the Defendant and a showing that Defendant has at all times complied with the 
terms of probation, then the Gour~ may '"erminate the sentence or set aside the plea of guilty 
or conviction of the defendant, and finally dismiss the case and discharge the defendant." The 
powers found in 19-2604 are not inherent powers of the Court; rather they are wholly 
creatures of statute. See State v. Perkins, 135 Idaho 17, 21 (2000). "[Blecause the power ro 
withhold judgment [and ultimately dismiss the charges] has been conferred on the courts by 
statute, it may also be abrogated or limited by statute." Id. at 21 (citing State 1,. Branson, 128 
Idaho 790 (1996)). Moreover, relief granted under 19-2604 is not the same as a dismissal 
based upon procedural or constitutional errors in the criminal proceedings themselves, nor is it 
a determination of the factual innocence of the Defendant. Id. at 20-21. 
The Court's Order in Valley County Case No. CR03-401C stated that "Defendant's 
former plea of guilty is unconditionally withdrawn, and the plea is deemed as though it had 
never been tendered to or accepted by the Court, Defendant's plea of not guilty is reinstated in 
this matter, and the matter is hereby dismissed, with prejudice." Memorandurn, at 6. At ilrst 
glance, this Order appears to wipe Defendant's slate completely clean and eliminate entirely 
any possible negative effects of his plea of guilty to the underlying charge of excessive DUI. 
However, 19-2604 grants no such authority to Idaho Courts. Certainly, nothing in 19-2604 
grants the Court any kind of authority to retroactively make a guilty plea be "deemed as 
though i t  had never been tendered to or accepted by the Court." The plea of guilty may be 
withdrawn and/or the case dismissed, but that is all. To determine what effect that may have 
for tuture cases, we must look to not to the specific text of the Order, but instead to how the 
Courts of Idaho has interpreted the power granted by 19-2604. If the power to make a guilty 
plea to a DUI unavailable for all purposes (including use as a "prior DUI" in a later DUI 
procecding) is not found within 19-2604, then Defendant's motion fails regardless of the text 
o f  the Order. 
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11. Withdrawal of a guilty plea pursuant to 1.G. 819-2604 dismissal does not mean 
that it is no longer a ""prior DUI" for the purposes of I.C. $18-8005. 
In approaching the issue of whether Valley County Case No. CR03-401C counts as a 
""prior DUI," thereby making the instant offense a third offense under 18-8005(5), there are 
two related questions that must be answered. The first is whether a case in which the charges 
were dismissed following the successful completion of probation and a withheld judgment 
qualities as a prior DUI. The second is whether the explicit withdrawal or setting aside of the 
Defendant's guilty plea in the dismissal order in any way changes the analysis. 
It is well established by now that a dismissal pursuant to a withheld judgment does not 
preclude the State from using a Defendant's earlier plea of guilty to charge a subsequent DUI 
as a second offense (or third, as in the instant case). This particular issue was decided by the 
Idaho Court of Appeals in Slate v .  Deitz, 120 Idaho 755 (Ct, App. 1991). The Court's ruling 
in that case was based upon three primary fixtors: 1.) the legislature's decision to focus on the 
prior determination of guilt in 18-8005 (Id. at 756); 2 . )  18-8005's clear statement that it was 
"notwithstanding the form of the judgment(s) or withheld judgment(s); and 3.) that, since 
1924, the Courts in the State of Idaho have consistently held that '"he stat;utes providing for 
withheld judgments and the dismissal of charges were not designed to benefit repeat 
ngen&rs." Id. at 758 (emphasis added). 
The only remaining question, then, is whether the specif'ic setting aside of the 
Def. endant's guilty plea pursuant to 19-2604 changes the analysis. 
The defendant's Memor~ndtlm assefis that the Court of Appeals in Dietz "specifically 
concluded the enhanced penalty provisions of 18-8005, Idaho Code will only apply if the 
"determination of guilt" has not been set aside or vacated when the matter was dismissed 
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under a withheld judgment." Memoranll'um at 4 (emphasis in original). There is no citation to 
the place in Dietz where the Gourt of Appeals made this "specitlc conclusion.'There is no 
such discussion within the Diet: opinion, The Court of Appeals made no such ruling because 
the issue wasn't before the Court. Rather, the Gourt at that time was dealing with a withheld 
judgnlent in which the guilty plea had not been withdrawn, so it was not necessary to resolve 
the issue. 
Second, Defendant claims that the Order for Case No. CR03-401C "was designed to 
unconditionally address and comply with the specific language" found in Diet:. Id. at 2. 
Again, there is nri citation to language from Dietz Defendant intended to take advantage of. 
There was no discussion of the kind Defendant implies within Dietz. 
Finally, the Memorundi~m later lists cases that defendant asserts stand for the 
proposition that the "Appellate Courts have confirmed or reaffirmed what must be considered 
for enhancement, and you must determine whether or not the plea or finding has been set aside 
in conjunction with the dismissal of the action ..." Id. at 6 (emphasis in original). None of the 
cited cases are persuasive, as the cases listed by Defendant on page four have nothing to do 
with withdrawing guilty pleas and DUI enhancement under 18-8005. See ger.terully Stute v. 
Schumucher, 131 Idaho 484 (Gt. App. 1998) (ruling on to what extent a Defendant must 
remain in compliance with his probation before being eligible for some relief under 19-2604, 
specifically for a felony controlled substance conviction); State v. Perkins, 135 Idaho 17 (Ct. 
App. 2000) (analyzing the effect of a 19-2604 dismissal on a Defendant's need to comply with 
the sex offender registry); State v. Robinson, 143 Idaho 306, 142 P.3d 729 (2006) (same); 
Stuie v. Scott, 135 Idaho 457 (Ct. App. 2001) (determining date of plea, not date of 
sentencing, is the date for triggering the five or ten year period in which subsequent DUI 
c~fl'enses will be subject to higher penalties); and State v. Durn, 140 Idaho 404 (Ct. App. 2004) 
(determining whether a defendant convicted of sex abuse of a child under 16 qualified for any 
relief pursuant to 19-2604). The issue itself has not been ruled upon by our appellate courts 
simply because the issue has not been squarely raised on appeal. 
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As mentioned previously, a dismissal pursuant to 19-2604 is not similar to a dismissal 
because of defects in the proceedings, nor is it a finding of actual innocence of the Defendant. 
It i s  a benef3 offered to one-time offenders to allow them to avoid the negative stigmatic 
consequences of a conviction. Ex parte Medley, 73 Idrrho 474, 479 (1953); see also State v 
Wooctbuq, 141 Idaho 547, 549 (Ct. App. 2005). It is a power created by statute, and as such 
it can be abrogated or limited in its effects by another statute. Stale v. Robinson, 142 P.3d at 
731. As the Gourt noted in Woodbury, one way in which the legislature has repeatedly limited 
the effects of 19-2604 relief is to allow the use of such dismissed cases to still be treated as a 
prior conviction in the event of subsequeilt crimes. State v. Wooa(bury, 141 Idaho at 549 
(specifically listing 18-7905(1)(f) 18-91 8(3)(c); 18-8005(4)). 
Ultimately, the removal or withdrawal of a guilty plea is no different than a dismissal 
of a case. While no Court in Idaho has specifically addressed this in the context of 18-8005(5), 
the general issue of the effect of a withdrawn guilty plea bas already been addressed directly 
by the Idaho Supreme Court in Srute v. Robinson. There, the Court looked to see whether the 
setting aside of Defendant's guilty plea under 19-2604 removed him from the purview of I.C. 
$18-8304(1)(d). That statute lists the types of offenses for which a person, if 'konvicted", will 
be required to register as a sex offender. Of particular note, the definition of "conviction" for 
the purposes of the sex offender registry is exactly the same as that found in 18-8005; namely 
"'that the person has pled guilty or has been found guilty, notwithstanding the form of the 
judgment or withheld judgment." Faced with statutory language identical to 18-8005 and a 
withdrawn guilty plea pursuant to 19-2604, the Supreme Court mled that the withdrawn guilty 
plea did not in any way affect Defendant's eligibility for the sex offender registry 
"Second, Manners also argued before this Court that "once a judgment of 
conviction is set aside under authority of I.C. 8 19-2604, it is a nullity for all 
purposes unless specifically provided by statute to the contrary." 107 Idaho at 
95 1, 694 P.2d at 1299. This Court then concluded that for the purposes of the 
statute under which the Bureau sought to revoke Manners' license, I.C. Ij 19- 
2064(1) had the effect of erasing Manners' conviction, Id. at 952, 694 P.2d at 
1300. In Manners this Court accepted the proposition that the effects of I.G. lj 
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19-2604(1) could be overridden by another statute, 107 Idaho at 952, 694 P.2d 
at f 300, and the legislature has chosen to make all sex offenders apply for relief 
through the procedures provided in I.C. 8 18-83 10. " 
'"It does nut matter what form the leniency takes, be it dismissing charges or 
allowing withdrawal of a guilty plea or both. We are not persuaded by 
Robinson's attempt to draw a distinction between cases where a district court 
sets aside a guilry plea and those where it does not. Regardless of whether the 
case is distnissed by terminating the sentence or by setting aside the guilty plea 
or conviction, the requirements that must be met before a trial court is 
authorized to dismiss a case under section 19-2604(1) are the same. If a case 
has been dismissed, there is no longer anything in which a judgment of 
conviction can stand; likewise, if a charge has been dismissed there no longer 
remains a conviction for that charge. An order purporting to dismiss a criminal 
case without vacating the conviction is invalid, and a guilty plea in a criminal 
case wctuld necessarily be vacated once the dismissal in the underlying criminal 
case is f2nal. This is true even if the order does not expressly state that the plea 
was being set aside." 
Robinson at 732-733. Thus, the Supreme Court has already held that the distinction 
between a "withdratvn guilty plea" and a "dismissal" pursuant to 19-2604 is simply artificial. 
One provides just as much relief as another, at least in terms of statutes of identical language. 
After all, it is presumed that the legislature is aware of the meaning of statutes when it writes 
them, and it is presumed that when they adopted that language for the sex offender registry 
and the DUI statute it was aware that guilty pleas could be withdrawn and charges dismissed 
under 19-2604. Id. at 733, citing State v. Perkins, 135 Idaho at 21. Because this Defendant 
will get no additional relief for a specifically withdrawn guilty plea than he would have with a 
dismissal of withheld judgment order, the State can still use Case No. CR03-401C as a '"prior 
1lUI" for the purposes of making this case a properly charged third offense, a Felony under 
Idaho Code Section 18-8005-5. 
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Accordingly, Dekndant's requcst to dismiss the Information should be denied. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 21" day of April, 2008. 
GREG W. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorn 
BY 
R. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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Vernon K. Smith, Esq. artomey for Defendant 
1 FACTUAL AND PROGEDUUL BACKGROUND 
I On August 27,2006, Samuel Reed was issued a citation for Driving Under the Influence of 
21 I Alcohol, a violation of I.C. 18-8004; he pleaded not guilty and the case was set for Pre-Trial 
22 1 Conference and Jury Trial. Reed's atfomey, Vemon K. Smith, filed his Notice of Appearance 
23 1 with the court on August 30, 2006.' Based upon a May 6, 2004 conviction for a previous DUI, 
'' I the state amended its charge to second offense DUI within 5 years [sic]. 
Defendant had previously been appointed the services of the Public Defender who filed a Request for Discovery on 
September 5,2007. 
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1 1 The court scheduled a Pre-Trial Conference and a Jury  rid.' On July 23, 2007, the 
2 1 parties advised the court, in chambers, that the matter was resolved, that Reed would be entering a 
3 1 plea to Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol, but that the parties wished to brief the court on 
4 whether the state could use Reed's previous conviction for DUI as a predicate for enhancement to I 
5 a second offense. Reed's counsel submined his brief on August 23, 2007 and the state submitted I 
6 1 its brief on September 1 1,2007. ' Reed did not file a brief in response to the state's reply. 
ANALYSIS 
I Two issues are present in this case. First, does a person who has plead guilty to a DUI 
10 oEense, received a witNteld judgment and thereafter had his case dismissed pursuant to I.C. $ 19- I 
1 1 2604(1) nonetheless still have a "conviction'Yor enhancement purposes under I.C. fj 18-8005(4)? I 
If the answer to this first question is "yes", then the court will consider whether the enhancement 
provisions of I.C. 18-8005(4) may be defeated through an order that purports to expunge 
defendmt's conviction. 
Idaho Code 5 18-8005(4) applies to "[alny person who pleads guilty to or is found guilty of 
a violation of the provisions of section 18-8004(l)(a), (b) or (c), Idaho code, who previously has 
been found guilty of or has pled guilty to a violation of the provisions of section 18-8004(l)(a)(b) 
or (c), Idaho Code, or any subsmtidly codorming foreign criminal violation w i t h  ten (10) 
years, notwi&smding the form of judgment(s) or wit&eld judgment(s) . . ." . When the 
1 language contained in a stamte is clear on its face, a court is required to give effect to the 
2 1 legislative intent of the stamte based on an examination of the literal words written therein. State I 
22 v. Waits, 13 t Idaho 782, 784, 963 P.2d 12 19, 122 1 (Ct.App. 1998). I 
23 1 Indeed, "[tjhe legislature has cieafly expressed its intent that a determination of guilt which 
24 1 is followed by an order withholding judgment, even though a judgment may never be entered, is a 
25 I determination of guilt under the statute". Slate v. Deitr, 120 Idaho 755, 756, 8 I9  P.Zd 1 155, 1 156 
The Jury nlal was re-set in this matter three timer - once by stipulation of the parties, once due to a priorlty case 
senmg, and once due to a calendar scheduling conflict. 
Although the coun announced as decision on the record granting defendant's Motion, counsel for the state requested 
the court enter a written decision. 
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P.2d 1 155, llS6 (Gt. App. 199 1). There is no dispute in this case that Reed pled guilty to a 
, previous DUI in Valley County, Idaho on May 6, 2004, or that he received a withheld judgment 
from the court. Therefore, Reed is "a a r son  who pleads guilty to or is found guilty of a violation" 
as set out in I.G. fi 18-8005(4). Because the resolution of the first issue in this matter is 
established affimatively, the court must resolve its second issue: whether or not the Order in 
Reed's previous DUI expunges his record of conviction and thereby defeats the enhancing 
provisions of Idafro Code $ 18-8005(4). 
Reed argues that his prior DUI conviction cannot be used to enhance the state's current 
allegation because he was allowed to withdraw his guilty plea at the end of his probationary period 
and the court granted his request for a dismissal.' Specifically, the court's order in dismissing 
Reed's conviction pu r smt  to the satisfactory completion of the court's probation reads as 
follows: 
Upon reading Defendant's Motion to Dismiss the Action, 
and the Withheld Judgment Order before entered by this Court on 
May 6, 2004; {sic) and Defendant having complied l l l y  with all 
terns and conditions of the probation imposed upon on (sic) him on 
May 6,2004; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, 
'I'hat Defendant's former plea of guilty is unconditionally 
withdrawn, and the plea is deemed as though it had never been 
rendered to or accepted by the Court, Defendant's plea of not guilty 
is reinstated in ths matter, and the matter is hereby dismissed, with 
prejudice. 
I 
I In Deitz, the Idaho Supreme Court declined to view a dismissal pursuant to I.C. tj 19- 
2604{l)' as a bar to the state's enhancement of a subsequent DUI under I.C. fi 18-8005(4). The 
' Reed pled guilty to the Valley County DUI on May 6,7004. The order pursuant to his Motion to Dismiss was signed 
on May 16,2006. 
' Idaho Code § 19-2604(1) provides: 
If sentence has been imposed but suspended, or if sentence has been withheld, upon application of the defendant and 
upon satisfactory showing that the defendant has at all times complied with the terms and conditions upon which he 
was placed on probat~on, . . . the court may, if convinced by the showing made that there is no longer cause for 
continuing the period of probation, and if it be compatible wlth the public interest, terminate the sentence or set astde 
the plea of gullty or conviction of the defendant, and finally dismiss the case and discharge the defendant; and this 
shall apply to the cases in which defendants have been convicted and granted probation by the court before this law 
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C o w  reasoned that the detemination of guilt was the event to be considered in detemining 
whether the penalty provisions of I.C. 9 18-8005 applied. Id. at 756. Because Deitz had neither 
changed his plea nor had the court specifically set aside his plea, "the historical fact that Deitz had 
plead guilty to a DUI remained operative for the p ses of I.C. 5 18-8005(4)." 'Id, at 757. If 
Dietz was the last case addressing this issue, this court would be constrained to find that Reed's 
previous plea w a  simply not available to the state for enhancement p q o s e s ;  however, a nmber  
of cases post Dietz hake clarified the Appellate Corn% position on the eRect of a dismissal given 
the legislature's stated intent with respect to er violations of certain criminal offenses. 
In State v. Perkins, 1 3 5 Idaho 1 7, 1 3 P.3d 344 (Ct.App.2000), the Appellate Court reversed 
a District Court decision granting Perlns an exemption from the sex ogender registration 
requirements and held that "in adopting the Registration Act the legislame pqoseh l ly  limited 
Idaho c o r n '  power to afTord clemency to sex oEenders lhrough the withholding of judgment and 
ultimate dismissal under I.C. 19-2604(1)." The Court explained that as the legislature enacts or 
amends specific legislation, it is presmed to b o w  existing judicial decisions, case law and state 
law, including that cemin charges against a defendant could be dismissed under I.C. 5 19-2604(1) 
after a period of wirhheid judgment. Id at 21. The Court further opined that its decision was 
consistent with its previous holding in Dietz because a ""defendant who has received an order 
wiaolding judpent,  and who is later discharged under 5 19-2604, does not thereby escape 
every possible consequence of the adjudication of guilt.'Vd at 21. See also Srate v. Dorn, 140 
Idaho 404,94 P.3d 709 (Ct.App.2004). 
In Stare V. Hfoodbury, 141 Idaho 547, 112 P.3d 835 (Ct.A~p.2005)~ the Court of Appeals 
hrther broadened its view of dismissal pwsuant to a wiweld judgment. The Court noted that 
upon strict compliance with probation, a court ""may set aside the guilty plea and dismiss the case." 
Id at 548, 549. The Court continued by pointing out that a dismissal under I.C. 19-2604 was for 
the p q o s e  of providing an opportunity for rehabilitation and to spare defendants, particularly 
goes into effect, as well as to cases which arlse thereafter. The fmal dismissal of the case as hereln provided shall 
have the effect of restoring the defendant to his clvtl rights. 
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particuiarly first-ofyenders '"the burden of a criminal record." ld. at 549. 
l"he Court found that "[a] trial court's act of vacating a plea and dismissing a charge 
pwsuant to $ 19-2604'7s an act of Ieniency and not a detemination that either the plea was 
invalid or that there was a doubt regzding the defendant's guilt. Id. Such a dismissal will cleanse 
a defendant" record to some extent, but "it does not entirely remove the adjudication of guilt, for 
the Idaho legislatwe has specified that for many types of offenses, a ufiueid judgment wilI be 
treated as a prior conviction in the event of subsequent crimes." Id. The Court specifically listed 
I.C. $ 18-8005(4) as one of an exmple of listed offenses. 
F h e r ,  the C o w  in Woodbury specifically addressed the issue of allowing a defendant to 
withdraw a previously entered guilty plea. The Idaho Supreme Court held in State v. Jabski, 139 
Idaho 352, 255, 79 P.3d 71 1, 714 (2003), "that the time for filing a motion to withdraw [a] guilty 
plea expirefs1 forty two days after the unappealed judgment of conviction." WooLJbury at 549. 
The Court found no distinction between an order witkholding judgment and an order imposing 
judgment. 
The Woodbury Court noted that although a withheld judgment gives a trial court 
continuing authoriq to modify or revoke probation, it is no different than the court's authoriry 
upon entering a judgment of conviction; the court continues to retain jurisdiction during the period 
of probation and, can if it is so inclined, set aside the conviction and dismiss the charge under I.C. 
$ 19-2604. The Court found that "an order withholding judgment is a de facto judgment for 
p q o s e s  of appeal, merrning that the defendant may appeal even though the order is not a final 
judgment in the usual sense." Id Therefore, a defendant wishing to challenge a determination of 
guilt must do so within 42 days of the date of the entry of judgment. 
Finally, in Stare v. Robinson, 143 Idaho 306, 142 P.3d 729 (2006), the Idaho Supreme 
Court reiterated the holdings of the Idaho Court of Appeals in both Perkins and hodbury. 
Defendmt Robinson pleaded guilty to a violation of Idaho Code fj  18-6608 and, following 
sentencing, was placed on probation and required to register as a sex offender. AAer successfi,iily 
completing probation Robinson petitioned the court, pursuant to I.C. fj  19-2604(1), to have his 
guilq plea set aside and his case dismissed, which the court granted. Robinson thereafter 
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motioned for his release from the sexual ogender regisly, citing in support that he could "no 
longer be considered a person who pleaded guilty to an enmerated offense . . ." Id. at 309. 
The Court specifically addressed Robinson's continuing obligation to register as a sex- 
of'fender despite a dismissal under I.C. § 19-2604(1).~ Robinson's application to the trial court 
was similw to Reed's application to the Valley County Court; a request not only to dismiss the 
charge, but to set aside the plea to that charge. The Robinson Court recited the legislative 
awareness Imguage of Prrkins, and the leniency language of both Perkins and Woodbury. The 
Court noted that '.[o]ur legislature has specified that for many types of offenses, a withheld 
judgment will be treated as a prior conviction." Id. at 308. The Court found that "I.C. 4 19- 
2604(1) provided prospective relief, not retroswctive relief," Id. at 309, and that in some ins-ces 
the leniency provided by I.C. fj 19-2604(1) cannot remove the taint of pleading guilty or the 
stamtory consequences of that plea. Rather, I.C. 8 19-2604(1) provides relief up to the point that it 
is specifically prohibited by a stahite to the contrary; as the Court noted that it had previously 
"accepted the proposition that the effects of I.C. 9 19-2604(1) could be overridden by another 
statute." Id at 310, citing Manners v. Board of Veterinary Med., 107 Idaho 950, 694 P.2d 1298 
(1  985). 
The Court in Robinson declined to draw a distinction b e w e n  cases where a guilty plea 
has been set aside and those where it has not because once a dismissal is final, the guilry plea is 
necessarily withdrawn despite the fact that the order does not specifically express that the plea was 
set aside. Id 
CONCLUSION 
Reed's Notion to Deny the state's application of the enhancement provisions of I.G. 18- 
8005 is hereby denied. Idaho Code fj 18-8005(4) provides for enhancement of a subsequent DUI 
when a person has plead guilty to or been found guilty of a previous violation enmerated in the 
statute. Because a trial court's grant of dismissal under I.G. g 19-2604(1) is an act of lenity rather 
Unfortunately, the tlrneliness of Robinson's plea withdrawal was not an issue on appeal and therefore not an issue 
addressed by the Court. 
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than expungement, there may continue to be starutory consequences that remain aAer a dismissal 
is grmted. 
To the extent that it is relevant in this case, Reed was not entitled to withdraw his guile 
plea outside ofthe confines of 1.C. $ 19-2604 because he did not make that request within 42 days 
of the date of the Valley C o w 5  Cow% senw of the wiweld judgment. Therefore, when the 
Valley Cowry Court grmted Reed's Motion to Dismiss, it only did so ta the extent allowed wder 
I.G. 5 19-2604(1), which by operation set aside his plea; any contrary sratutory prohibitions to 
dismissal remained, specificdly the enhancement provisions of 1.C. 5 18-8005(4). Rerefore, the 
dismissal granted to Reed in the Valley County case c m o t  protect him from the stamtory 
consequences of a repeat offender mder Idaho's DUI law. 
IT IS SO O W E m D .  
DATED THIS November 8,2007. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOmTH JUDICIAL BISTR 
2 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 02 
Case No. I-10800157 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
O r n E R  
SAMUEL CONAN REED, 
'I 1 1  This is a case involving a felony charge of Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the I 
12 1 1  lnfiuence of Alcohol. The State has alleged that Sanuel Conan Reed, hereinafter "Defendant," / 
I I or was found to be guilty of two ( 2 )  prior offenses of Driving Under the Influence, hereinafter DUI, 15 
13 
1 4  
I! within the last ten (10) years. One of those prior offenses involved a withheld judgment granted 01.1 1 6  
com~llitted this offense on or about July 26'h, 2007. The State claims that Defendant pled guilty to 
l7 ll May 61h, 2004, in Valley County Case No. 03-401-C. Pursuant to an Order entered on May 16"', 
l8 / I  2006, the magistrate in that case ruled that Defendant's "former plea of guilty is unconditionally 
l9 I1 withdrawn, and the plea is deemed as though it had never been tendered to or accepted by the 
20 1 1  Court, Defendant's plea of not guilty is reinstated in this matter, and the matter is hereby dismissed, 1 1  with prejudice." Apparmtly, the magistrate based his order on Idaha Code 519-2604, the so-called 
22 I / expungement statute. 
I 





In the case at bar, on March 7th, 2008, Defendant filed a Motion to Dismiss the felony 
Driving Under the Lnfluence charge. At the same time, he filed the Affidavit of Vernon K. Smith 
and his Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss. Defendant argues that, because his guilty 
predicate prior to charge him with a felony DUI in the case at bar. 
On April 21", 2008, the State" Response to Defendant's Menlormdum was filed. 
Subsequently, the Court heard the arguments of counsel an May 121h, 2008, and at that point took 
the matter under advisement. 
In support of his position, Defendant relies in large part on the case sf  State v. Deitz, 120 
1 / Idaho 755, 819 p.2"" 1155 (Ct. App. 1991). Deitz involved a situation similar to the case at bar 
8 
where the defendant argued that a prior withheld judgment that had been dismissed pursumt to I.C. 
5 
$19-2604 could not be used as a predicate prior to charge him as a second time violator of Idaho's 
10 
DUI statute. See State v. Deitz, s u ~ r a ,  120 Idaho at 756. In Deitz, the Idaho Court of Appeals, in 
i i 
k t  held that the prior withheld judgment could be used to enhance the current DUI because, 
12 
l3 I /  although the withheld judgment had been dismissed, the guilty plea had not been specifically set 
li II aside. See State v. Deitz, supra, 120 Idaho at 758. Defendant in the case at bar argues that since 
/ I  his guilty plea was withdrawn, the ruling in Deitz and the earlier ease of Manners v. State Board of 
l6 I1 , 107 Idaho 950, 694 p.2"" 1298 (1985) mandate dismissal of the felony DUI 
I' / 1 charge. However, in its decision in Deitz, the Idaho Court of Appeals held: "Since 1924 our courts 
1 a 
havc held that the statutes providing for withheld judgments and the dismissal of charges were not 
19 
designed to benefit repeat offenders. ... Therefore, while Idaho's expungenlent statute is to be 
2 0 
I i construed to relieve defendants of the continuing effects of their original conviction, we will not 2 1 
2 2  I1 apply the statute in this case so that it negates the effects of the enhanced penalty statutes, those 
23 / I  statutes being enacted for the same purposes of encouraging rehabilitation and discouraging repeat 
2 5 
2 6 
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/ I  case of -Robinson, 143 Idaho 366, 142 ~.3"72 ((2006), the defendant argued that, because 
i I! h ~ s  case involving a charge of forcible sexual penetration by the use of a foreigx~ object had been 
ll pursuant to I.C. $18-8304. In rejecting this argument, the I d d ~ o  Supreme Court noted that a 
4 
/ / dismissal pursumt to 1.C. $10-2604 is not a detemination that a defendant is innocent. See State v. 
dismissed pursumt to I.C. $19-2604(1), he was no longer required to register as a sex offender 
1 / Robinson, , 143 Idaho at 308. Furthermore, since the authority to dismiss a case under I.C. 




1 1  this Court accepted the proposition that the effects of 1.C. $10-2604(1) could be ovenidden by 
12 
9 19-2604 is created by statute, it may be " 'abrogated or limited by statute.' ...[ State v. Perkins, 
135 Idaho 17, 21, 13 l3.3944, 348 (Ct. App. 2000)j (citing State v. Branson, 128 ldaho 790, 793, 
l 3  ll another statute, 107 Idaho at 952, 694 ~ . 2 ~  at 1300.'' State v. Robinson, supra, 143 Idaho at 3 10. 
I /  And, Idaho's legislature has specified that a withheld judgment for a DUI is treated as a predicate 
II prior for enhmccd penalties. 1$. See, also, 1.C. i / i 18-8005(5). 
I6 I 1  In reaching its decision, the IdAo Supren~e Court specifically rejected any distinction under 1 1  LC. $19-2604(1) between a dismissal and a dismissal with a with&awal o f  a defendmt's guilty 
plea. As the Idaho Supreme Court noted, "'[A] guilty plea in a crin~inal case would necessarily be 
1 9  11 
vacated once dismissal in the underlying crilninal case is final. This is true even if the order does 
not expressly state that the plea was being set aside." &. Therefore, the distinction between the 
dismissal pursuant to the expungement statute in Deitz and the dismissal in the case at bar that is so 
crucial ro Defendant's argument is no longer applicable. 
In consideration of the foregoing, this Court concludes that I.C. 9 18-8005(5) overrides 1.C. 
$19-2604 as it relates to prior DUl offenses. This is true regadless of the fact that when Valley 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - Page 3 
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County Case No. 03-401-C was dismissed pursuant to I.C. 919-2604, Defendant's guilty plea was 
also withdrawn. Valley Comty Case No. 03-401-G is a prior violation of 1.C. $18-8004(1)(a), (b), 
or (c) for p q o s e s  of enhanced penalties and therefore, Defendant has been properly charged with 
the ofknse of felony DUI. Were this Court to hold othenvise, it would effectively negate the 
applicable provisions of 1.C. 9 18-8005(5 j. 
Befendant" Motion to Dismiss is therefore denied. 
l'r IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this day of June, 2008. 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
1, J .  David Navmo, th undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by 
United States Mail, on this 3 & y of June, 2008, one copy of the MEMORANDIJM DECISION 
AND ORDER as notice pursuant to Rule 7714 1,G.K. to each of the attorneys of record in this 
cause in envelopes addressed as follows: 
VERNON K, SMITH 
AT'CORNEV AT LAW 
19WWEST MAIN S T E E T  
BOISE IDAHO 83702 
tZDA COUNTY IqROSECUTING ATTONEY 
VIA: INTEmE13ARTMENTAL MAIL 
J. DAVID NAVAMO 
Clerk of the District Court 
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VERNON K. SMITH 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1900 W. Main Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
ldaho State Bar No. 1365 I A 
J. W I D  NAVARRO, Glsm 
By A URQUlM 
D m  
w/$-/ Telephone: (208) 345-1 125 
f l  
Fax: (208) 345-1 129 
I .  
1 '  ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
IN THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. H0800157 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR PERMISSION 
v. 1 TO APPEAL FROM DISTRICT 
COURT'S INTERLOCUTORY 
SAMUEL CONAN REED, ) ORDER ENTERED 
) JUNE 3.2008 
Defendant, ) 
COMES NOW The Defendant above-named, through counsel, Vernon K. 
Smith, and pursuant to Rule 12, I.A.R., does request this Court to enter an order 
granting Defendant permission to appeal the District Court's Interiocutory Order 
denying Defendant's motion to dismiss the information entered June 3, 2008, to the 
ldaho Supreme Court, as it appears appropriate upon the following controlling 
question of law: 
1. Whether Defendant, Samuel C. Reed may be charged with a felony 
driving under the influence charge (DUI), using as one of the predicate 
misdemeanor DUI events, a prior DUI offense and plea that involved a grant of a 
withheld judgment on May 6, 2004 out of Valley County, Idaho, Case No. 03401C, 
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL FROM DISTRICT COURT'S INTERLOCUTORY 0 0 0 0 7 7 
ORDER ENTERED SEPTEMBER 16,2064 P. 1 
Pursuant to the final order of the Valley County Court, as entered May 16, 2006, the 
Magistrate therein, Henry K. Boomer 01, did role in that case Defendant's "former 
plea of guilty is uncondrtionally withdrawn, and the plea deemed as though rt had 
never been tendered to or accepted by the Court, Defendant's pleas of not gurity is 
re~rrstated in this matter and the matter IS hereby dismissed, with prejudice", all of 
which was done pursuant to the authority of the Court provrded by 9 19-2604, Idaho 
Code, and in accordance with the authority and case taw announced rn Stat@ v, 
Dattz, 120 Idaho 755, 849 P.2, 1155 (Ct, of App. 1991), thereby preclud~ng use of 
the Valley County case and its former plea as one of the Wo prior C)UI pleas (or 
convictions) required as a statutory predicate basis to charge Defendant with a 
subsequent DUI offense enhanced to a felony degree, under Title 18, Chapter 80, 
statutes of the State of Idaho, 5 18-8005 (51, for purposes of enhanced penalties 
under Idaho law. 
Defendant does contend the subject matter rn this dispute does involve 
controllrng questions of law, of great publrc interest, with a potentral of affecting the 
withdrawal, setting aside, or vacation of a plea of guilty by a Defendant as may be 
ordered by courts in other ClUl cases under therr authority of 5 19-2604, Idaho 
Code, the effect of which is to remove a former plea of gu~lty, unconditionally and 
entirely from the court records, as was intended here, to prevent future use as a 
predicate basis for imposition of an enhanced penalty under 5 18-8005 f5),ldaho 
Cod@. 
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL FROM DISTRICT COURT'S INTERLOCUTORY 000078 
ORDER ENTERED SEPTEMBER 26,2004 P. 2 
Said Defendant does request this Court enter an order granting a permissive 
appeal, based upon Ute reasons, concerns and case authorities set forth in 
Defendant's previous Memorandum, submitted in suppaR of Defendant's 
motion to dismiss the Informatron heretofore filed in this action. 
Pursuant to Rule 12, I.A.R., Defendant requests expedrted oral argument on this 
Motion, unless the Court grants this request in Cham 
argument, pursuant to the stipulation of the parties for entry of such an ordeh, 
Attorney for ~efendan~~ounterciai\rr7ant 
\ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 17th day of June 2008,l caused a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing to be delivered to the followrng persons at 
the foll~wing addresses as follows: 
Clerk of the Court 1 U.S. Mail 
Fourth Judicial District ( x )  Fax 
Ada County 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
Ada County Deputy Prose 
200 West Front Street Hand Delrvered 
3'* Fkoor, Room 366 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEXL FROM DISTRICT COURT'S INTERLOCUTORY 
ORDER ENTERED SEPTEMBER 16,2004 P. 3 OoT9 
Session: Hansen062508 Division: DC Courtroom: CR502 
Session Date: 2008/06/25 Session Time: 14:19 
Judge: Hansen, Timothy 












Prob Officer (s) : 
Court interpreter (s) : 
Case ID: 0001 
Case Number: H0800157 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel 
Co-Defendant ( s )  : 
Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
State Attorney: Gunn, George 
Public Defender: 
2008/06/25 
14:31:27 - Operator 
Recording: 
14:32:27 - New case 
Reed, Samuel 
14:31:50 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
Calls case, def. is not present, Mr. Smith is here on his be 
half 
14:33:50 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
Page I 
argues the motion for permissive appeal 
14:34:43 - State Attorney: Gunn, George 
comments on the motion, will be standing silent 
14:36:15 - Pers, Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
has nothing further 
14:36:20 - Judge: Wansen, Timothy 
comments to counsel 
14:37:13 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
question to Mr. Smith 
14:37:32 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
response to the Court 
J4:37:52 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
comments to counsel 
14:38:14 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
There is a basis for difference of opinion ...p ermissive appe 
al is appropriate 
1$:38:59 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
the Court will grant the motion 
14:39:14 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K 
does not have an order, but will prepare one and get it to t 
he Court 
14:39:43 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
will not take any further action in this case until the appe 
al is handled 




VERNON K. SMITH 
1 p.. / 
$_gta AnORNEY AT M W  
1900 W. Matn Street 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
ldaho State Bar No. 1385 
Telephone: (208) 345-1 125 
Fax, (208) 345-1 129 
ATQRNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
IN THE DISTRNCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNV OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 Case No H0800157 
Plaintiff; ) 
1 ORDER GWNTING 
V. ) DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR PERMISSIVE APPWL 
SAMUEL CONAN REED, 1 
1 
Def-rmdant, 1 
Thrs Mat;ter having come before the Court June 25,2008, upon Defendant's 
Motion filed June 17, 2008 for Pemission lo Appeal From District CouEs 
Interlocutory Qrder Entered June 3, 2008, and the State of Idaho appearing through 
the Ada County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, George N. Gunn, and the Defendant 
appearing through Counsel, Vernon K. Smlth, and the Court be~ng fully advised In 
the premises, does find this is an appropriate issue to be addressed through the 
proedurttt contemplated by Rule 12 I.A.R., and for those reasons, the Court does 
find this d~spute does involve a controlling question of law as to the effects of the 
contents of the Magistfate's order at issue, which therein declared Defendant's 
former plea of guilty to a misdemeanor DUf to be unconditionally withdrawn, and 
ORDER P 1 
000082 
that said plea be deemed as though it had never been tendered ts or accepted by 
the CouPt, and that Dsfendanfs former plea of not guil& was ordered fernstated In 
that matter, whereupon the ma.ner was dismrssed in its entirely with prejudiw, and 
as a consequence thereof, there is substantial grounds for dtfferenm of opinion as 
to the eonsequence and effect of that former plea in that Magistrate Court, by virtue 
of that order, and therefore an immed~ate appeal from this Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order filed June 3, 2008 therein denying Defendant's Motion to 
Dismiss the Infomation, may materially advance the orderly resolution of the 
Iitigat~on. 
Therefore, it is hereby ORDERED, Defendant's Motion for Permrssron to 
Appeal this Court's Order Denyrng said Mot~on to Dismiss the Information, is 
herewith ymnt~d and it is so ordered this 2sM day of June, 2008. 
The Honorable Timothy Hansen 
Dated this 25th day of June 2008. 
Vernon K. Smith 
Attorney for Defendant 
ORDER P. 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25th day of June 2008,l caused a true and 
comet copy of the above and forego~ng to be detivered to the followrng persons at 
ths following addresses as follows: 
Clerk of the Court I ) U S Mail 
Fourth Judicial District ( x  ) Fax 
Ada County ( 1 Hand Del~vered 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, ldaho 133702 
( ) U.S. Mail 
Ada County Prosecutor ( x  1 Fax 
200 VVest Front Street ( ) Hand Delivered 
3rd Floor, Room 366 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
Vernon K. Smith 
ORDER P. 3 
Sess~on Hansenlll408 
Sess~on Bate. 200131 1/14 
Judge Hensen, Tlmothy 
Reporler Gosney. Vanessa 
Division: DC 
















Case ID: 0021 
Case number H0800157 
Pls~ntrff 
Pla~nt~f i  Attorney 
Defendant Reed, Samuel 
Co-Defendant(s) 
Pers Attorney Sm~th, Vernon 
State Attorney Sandy, R Scott 
Public Defender 
200811 1114 
13:33: 17 - Operator 
Recording: 
13:33:17 - New case 
Reed, Samuel 
13:33:25 - Judge: tiansen, Timothy 
Calls case, def. is present on bond with counsel 
13:33:48 - Judge: tiansen, Timothy 
reviews file 
13:34:18 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon 
Page 1 
Courtroom: CR507 
Would like to set t h e  matter for trlal 
"1 34.42 - State AMornsy Bandy, R. Scott 
IS ftne w~th the  setting of t h e  trial 
13 35 02 - Judge Hansen, T~mothy 
will set for 2 day JT on 4113109 at 9 and PIC on 413109 at 1 30 pm 
13 36 13 - J u d g e  Wansen, Tlrnothy 
comments to def 
13 36 54 - Operator 
Stop record~ng 
Page 2 
Sesston Mansen041 009 
Sess~on Hansen041009 
Sess~on Bate 200910411 0 
Judge Hansen, Timothy 
Reporter Cromwell, D~anne 
Division: DC 













Case ID: 0004 
Case number CRFE08-157 
Plalnt~ff 
Pla~ntlff Attorney 
Defendant Reed, Samuel 
Co-Defendant(s) 
Pers Attorney Sm~th, Vernon K 
State Attorney Naugle, Br~an 
Publlc Defender 
200910411 0 
09:12:00 - Operator 
Recording: 
09: 12:OO - New case 
Reed, Samuel 
09:12:08 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
Calls case, def. is present on bond with counsel 
09:12:31 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
will be set for trial 
09: 1251 - State Attorney: Naugle, Brian 
would like a set over 
09:13:03 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
will grant the continuance 
Courtroom: CR507 
Page 1 
09 13 12 - Judge Wansen, T~mothy 
will set over for 2 day JT on 8110109 at 9 and PTC on 7/31/09 at 1 30 
09 15 49 - Operator 
Stop record~ng 
Page 2 
Session Piansen0731 09 
Sess~on. Hansen073109 
Session Date: 2009107131 
Judge Hansen, Timothy 
Reporter Gosney, Vanessa 
Division: DC 












Case ID: 0027 
Case number: H08001 57 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel 
Co-Defendant(s): 




13:35:47 - Operator 
Recording: 
13:35:47 - New case 
Reed, Samuel 
13:35:52 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
Calls case, def. is present on bond with counsel 
13:36:25 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
is a go for trial 
13:37:22 - Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
Courtroom: CR507 
Page 1 
comments to panties - may have to go to a senlor Judge 
13:38.31 -Judge: Hansen, Timothy 
comments to counsel 





Sesslon Date: 2009/OB/IO 
Judge: Hlger, Nathan 
Reporter: Madsen, Kim 
Session Time: 0 9 : 0 8  
Clerk i s )  : 
Oatman, Diane 
State ALtorney(s) : 
Dlnger ,  Dan 
Public D c f  ender ( s) : 
Prob. Qftlcer(s) : 
Court interpreter (s) : 
Case ID: 000s 
Case number: CRFE08157 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Reed, Samuel 
Go-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
Public Defender: 
zoosioe/io 
09:12:57 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:12:57 - New case 
Reed, Samuel 
Q9:13:13 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Gt calls case; def present in custody 
09:14:29 - State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
Moves to dismiss Count I1 - -  def has no objection 
09:14:30 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Pursuant to oral motion Ct dismisses Count II 
0 9 : 1 4 : 3 3  - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
Gont'g objection to reference to Valley County DUI, w/held judgment - case 
09.15:14 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
dssm'd - -  motion to dism'd this case based on VC case denied by Judge Hansen 
09:15:42 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K .  
- -  permsssive appeal granted - -  perserves objection for the record 
09:16:12 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Panel present - -  Ct addresses panel - -  clerk calls roll 
09:31.09 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Panel sworn by the clerk 
09:35:05 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Voir dlre examination 
09:45:00 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Ct excuses Juror Nos 19 and 9 
Page 2 
09:53:49 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Ct allow juror be excused to use the restroom 
05:54:03 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Ct excuses juror No 2 1  
09:57:14 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Both counsel pass panel for cause 
09:57:53 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Ct excuses balance of panel 
09:59:08 - Judge: Wlger, Nathan 
Ct adv jury re: counsel exercising peremptory challenges 
10:17:31 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Ct calls chosen into jury box 
10:21:25 - Judge: Hlger, Nathan 
Counsel accept as impaneled 
10:21:58 - Judge: Biger, Nathan 
et excuses balance of jury panel 
10:24:29 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Jury sworn to try case - -  excuses panel 
10:24:36 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Ct and counsel discuss--qualifications of witness 
20:27:10 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
10:47:54 - Operator 
Record~ng: 
10:47:54 - Record 
Reed, Samuel 
10:48:01 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Outside presence of the jury-discussion re: jury instructionslprior convlctlo 
10:53:00 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Jury present and seated as sworn 
10:53:20 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Preliminary jury instructions 
11:04:16 - State Attorney: Dlnger, Dan 
Opening argument 
11:10:52 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon R .  
Reserves opening statement 
11:1O:59 - State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
Calls Terry J. Hodges, sworn - D-X, Meridian police dept - -  experience and 
LL:12:39 - State Attorney: Dinges, Ban 
training - -  patrol corporal 
1L:21:06 - Other: Hodges, Officer Terry 
Identifies def for the record - -  initial stop of suspected DUX 
11:21:51 - Other: Hodges, Officer Terry 
Pbysicial appearance of def when stopped by the sffleer-f~eld sobriety tests 
11:29:28 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K .  
Cross-examrnat~on 
12:08:09 - State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
Redbrect examination 
12:11:53 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K .  
Recross examination 
12:12:44 - Other: Nodges, Officer Terry 
Steps down 
L2:12:47 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Ct admonishes panel re: recess - -  1:30 resume 
12:13:28 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 




) Case No. ti0800157 
1 
SAMUEL GONAN REED, ) 
Defendant. 
As to the offense of OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE WDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL AND/OR DRUGS, we, the jury, unanimously find the defendmt, 





09:17:37 - Pers. Attorn Smzth, Vernon R .  
Objection - -  response - -  overruled 
09:%1:39 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
Recross examination 
09:22:58 - State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
Objection 
09:23:06 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
Will rephrase question 
09.28:LO - State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
State rests 
09:28:20 - Judge: Wlger, Nathan 
Gt notes brief recess - -  admonishes panel 
09:36:14 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
O9:37:21 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:37:21 - Record 
Reed, Samuel 
09:38:01 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Jury present seated as sworn 
09:38:1l - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
Waives opening - calls Mr. Samuel Reed, defendant, sworn - D-X 
0 9 : 4 6 r 4 9  - Other: Reed, Samuel 
Head injury, leg injury, bipolar - -  medications 
lO:IE:48 - State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
Cross-examination 
10:24:45 - Other: Reed, Samuel 
Steps clown 
L0:25:02 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
Rests 
10:25:47 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
10:48:14 - Operator 
Recording: 
10:48:14 - Record 
Reed, Samuel 
10:48:17 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Outside presence - -  jury instruction 
10:49:29 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Jury present and seated as sworn - -  waive Ct reptr during p r y  instructions 
10:50:07 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Ct instructs the jury 
l1:OQ:OO - State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
Closrng argument 
11:16:12 - Pers. Attorney: Smith, Vernon K. 
Closing argument 
11:34:16 - State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
Closing argument 
II:41:44 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Baillff sworn 
Ll:42:25 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Alternate juror No. 5 - -  317 
1 1 : 4 3 : 0 4  - Judge: Hlger, Nathan 
Ct excuses jury for deliberations 
16:18:50 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Jury returns w/verdict 
16:20:35 - Judge: Higer, Nathan 
Jury present and seated as sworn 
Page 2 
D ~ ~ S L O ~ :  ~lgerBBll09 
w 
16:20:59 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Clerk reads verdict - -  jury finds def guilty 
16:21:59 - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
Counsel approach discussion o f f  record 
16:22:58 - Judge: B i g e r ,  Nathan 
G& adv def  re: enhancement because of prior convictions 
16:23:26 - Judge: H h g e r ,  Nathan 
Waiver of jury 0x1 enhancement phase 
15:23:55 - Defendant: Reed, Samuel 
Waives jury on enhancement 
l6:24:36 - State Attorney: Dinger, Dan 
Two prior DUX - -  1Oyrs maximum penalty 
16:24:57 - Defendant: Reed, Samuel 
Knowing walver w / r e f  to enhancement 
k6:26:31 - Defendant: Reed, Samuel 
Bef adv Ct will enter a gullty plea as to enhancement 
16:2%:38 - Judge: H ~ g e r ,  Nathan 
Thanks and excuses jury - -  Jury exits courtroom 
X 6 : 2 9 : 0 8  - Judge: Wiger, Nathan 
G t  orders PSI and alcohol eval - -  Oct 2, 2009 at 1:30 sentencing 
IG:30:1L - Operator 
Stop recording: 
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&sib%* 09-r J '89 16:00 FROM-G* K Smith 
@ 4- - 
VERNON K. SMITH 
ATIORNEY AT LAW 
1900 W. Main Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Idaho Shte Bar No. 1365 
Telephone: (208) 345-1 125 
Fax; (208) 345-1 1229 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F00RTH JUtllCIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
) 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
' > 
Plain tiff, 
1 Case No. CRFE3008-000157 
1 
1 MOT ION TO VACATE AND 
1 RE-SET SENTENCING 
' 1  
SAMUEL CONAN REED, . ' 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW The Defendant above-named, Samuel Conan Reed, Vlrough 
' counsel, Vernon K. Smith, and does request the Sentencing scheduled for October 
2, 2009 at 1:30 p.m.. be vacated and the same be rescheduled to a later date for 
the reasons and upon the grounds that Dr. Dave Sanford has been out of town and 
Defendant has been unable to schedule a 
October 13,2009 at 9:00 3.m- 
Dated th~s 29& day of September 2009. 
Affdrney for Defendant "I 
MOTICIN TO VACATE AND RE-SET SIENTEMCNG 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTiFY That on the 29' day of September 2009, 1 caused a 
copy of the above and begoing to k delivered to the foflow~ng 
persons at the folkwving addresses as follows: 
Clerk of the Court 
Fourth Judidal DiMct ( 1 Fax 
Ada CounQ 1 Hand Delivered 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Ada County Deputy Pmsecutor ( 1 U.S. Mall 
2 0  West Fmnt Street o() Fax 
3& Flmr, Rmrn 366 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
MOaON TO VACATE AND RE-SET SEmWCHG 
Sesslon Hansen100209 
Sess~on Date: 200911 0102 
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VERNON K, SMITH 
A-ORNEY AT LAW 
1900 West Main Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Idaho State Bar No 1365 
Telephone: (208) 345-1 I25 
Fax: (208) 345-1 129 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNW OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V ' 
L CONAN E E D ,  
Defendant 
1 








Upan reading the Stipulation to Vacate and Reset Sentencing, and for 
good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, That the Sentencing 
prevjously scheduled in this rnatter for October 2, 2009, at 1:30 p.m., are vacated 
and the same will be rescheduled at a later date at the convenience of the 
Court and counsel. 
Date This a day of October, 2009 
Judge 
ORDER P. 1 
I, 
4 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT TH JWICLAL DIS 
' C  
OF THE STATE OF DAEIB, ICN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
THE STATE OF D M O ,  1 
Plaintiff, 1 Case No. GR-FE-2008-0000157 
vs. 1 JUDGMENT, SUSPENDED 
) SENTENCE, ORDER OF 
SAMUEL CONAN REED, 1 PROBATION AND COh4MITMENT 
DOB: 9/21/1971 1 
SS#:  1 
Defendant. 
On the 23rd day of October, 2009, before the Honorable Timothy Wmsen, District Judge, 
personally appeared George Gunn, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, and Defendant with his attomey Vernon Smith. 
This being the time fixed for pronouncing judgment in this matter; said Defendant was 
duly infomed by the Court: of the nature of the Infomation filed against him for the crimes ol': 
COUNT I. OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE W D E R  THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL (TWO OR MORE WITHPN TEN YEARS), FELONY, I.G. 518-8004, 8005(5), and 
of COUNT 11. DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, MISDEMEANOR, 1.C. Cj 18-800 1 (3), 
committed on or about the 26th day of July, 2007; of his maignrnent on the 15th day of 
February, 2008, at which time Defendant appeared in person and with counsel and was advised 
of  the charges and the possible penalties and was further advised of the applicable constitutional 
and statutory rights. On the 29th day of February, 2008, Defendant entered a plea of not guilty to 
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G O m T  I. OPERATING A MOTOR VEHlGLE WHILE U m E R  THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL (TWO OR N O W  WITHM TEN YEMS),  FELONY, I.C. 5 18-8004, 8005(5), and 
to COUNT XI. D W I N C  WITHOUT PWILECES,  MISDEMEANOR, I.C. i j  18-800 l(3). On 
the 10th day of August, 2009, pursuant to an oral motion, the Court dismissed Count 11. Trial was 
held before the Court and a jury on the 1 I th day of August, 2009. The jury returned its verdict of 
guilty o f  C O W T  I. OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE W I L E  UNDER THE LNFLUENCE 
OF ALCOHOL (TWO OR M O E  WITHN TEN YEARS), FELONY, I.C. $1 8-8004, 8005(5); 
Sentencing was continued for preparation of a presentence report, which was completed and 
reviewed by the Court and counsel. 
The Court asked whether the Defendant had witnesses or evidence to present in a hearing 
in mitigation of punisbent;  heard statements from counsel; and gave Defendant an opportunity 
to make a statement. 
Defendant was then asked if he had any legal cause to show why judgment should not be 
pronounced against him to which he replied that he had none. And no sufficient cause being 
shown or appearing to the Court why judgment should not be rendered; 
IT IS THEmFORE O m E M D ,  ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Defendant is guilty 
of the crime o f  COUNT I. OPEFUTLNG A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL (TWO OR MORE WITHIN TEN YEARS), FELONY, I.C. $18- 
8004, 8005(5 ), and that he be sentenced to the custody of the State Board of Correction of the 
State af Idaho for an a g p g a t e  term of ten (10) years, to be served as follows: a minimum period 
of confinement of two (2) years, followed by a subsequent indeterminate period of custody not to 
exceed eight (8) years; with credit for five ( 5 )  days served in prejudgment incarceration as 
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provided by 5 18-309, Idaho Code. 
IT IS FURTHER mJUDGED that pursuant to Idaho Code, the Defendant be, and hereby 
is, assessed and Ordered to pay the following fines, fees and costs: 
1. Court costs in the amount of $1 7.50 (I.C. 93 1-320lA(b), 
I.G. 133 1-4602). 
2. County Administrative Swcharge Fee in the mount  of $10.00 
(1.C. 931-4502). 
R 
8 3. ISTARS technology fee in the mount ofSlO.00 (LC. $31-3201(5)). 
4. Victim's Compensation Fund fees in the mount  of $50.00 
(I.C. 972-1025]. 
P 5. Defendant is to pay supervision of probation and parole costs in an arnount not to exceed the m a x i m u  allowable by I.C. $20-225. 
$6. P.O.S.T. fees in the amount of $10.00 (I.C. 93 1-32018). 
# 7. Peace Officer and Detention Officer Temporary Disability Fund 
$3.00 (I.C. 5'72-1 105). 
8. A community service fee of sixty (60) cents per hour will be paid to 
the Clerk of the Court for Defendmt's workers compensation 
coverage (I.C. 93 1-3201C). 
bc9. A fine in the amount of $5,000.00, suspended. 
kf10. A $1 5.00 surcharge required by I.C. 918-8010 for interlock ignition 
and electronic monitoring devices. 
EXECUTION OF SUCH JmGMENT IS SUSPENDED and Defendant is placed on 
for a period of ten (10) years, under the following conditions, to-wit: 
. That the probation is granted to and accepted by the probationer, subject to all its 
terns and conditions and with the understanding that the Court may at any time, in case of the 
violation of the terms of probation, cause the probationer to be returned to the Court for the 
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imposition of sentence as prescribed by law or any other punisbent  as the Court may see fit to 
h a d  down. 
PZ. That the probationer shall be under the legal custody and control of the Director of 
Probation and Parole of the State of Idaho and the District Court with supervised probation and 
subject to the rules of probation as prescribed by the Board of Conection and the District Court. 
C. Special conditions, to-wit: 
. Defendant shall not violate any law or ordinance of the United States or any city, 
state or county therein, wherein a fine or bond forfeiture of more than $250.00 or a 
jail term could be imposed as a penalty. 
Defendant shall pay the amounts set out in this judgment for fines, fees, costs, 
restitution and/or public defender reimbursement. Payments shall be paid in 
monthly installments in an amount to be arranged with hidher probation officer. 
. 
Defendant shall enroll in and meaningfully participate in any and all programs of 
rehabilitation recommended by hisher probation officer, including but not limited 
to: mental health counseling and substance abuse treatment, including inpatient, if 
requested. In addition, Defendant shall waive privilege with all medical and 
mental health care providers as to hidher probation officer. 
4. During the entire tern of hisher probation, said Defendant shall maintain steady 
employment, be actively seeking employment, or be enrolled as a full-time student, 
if he is not on disability. 
PR(. DeRndmt shall not purchrie, carry or have in hisher possession any firearm/s) or other weapons. 
. IF Defendant requests that supervision of probation be transferred to any place 
other than the Fourth Judicial District (either within or outside Idaho), by doing so, 
Defendant agrees that any documents purportedly received from the agency 
supervising Defendant shall be admissible into evidence at a probation violation 
heasing without the state having to show that such evidence is credible and reliable, 
and Defendant shall waive any right to confront the author of such documents. 
. Defendant a p e s  to waive hisher Fourth Amendment rights applying to search 
and seizure as provided by the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution, and to 
submit to a search by hidher probation officer or law enforcement officer of hisiher 
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person, residence, vehicle or other property upon request of such probation officer 
or law enforcement officer. 
. Defendant is not to operate any motor vehicle during the term of hidher probation. 
. Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any alcoholic beverages while 
@ on probation. 
10. Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any drug or narcotic unless PC\ specifically prescribed by a medical doctor. 
Defendant shall not fLequent establishents where alcohol is the main source of # 11- income. 
p 1 2 .  Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by hidher probation 
officer. 
f i 3 .  Defendant agrees to tests of hisiher blood, breath or urine or other chemical tests 
for the detection of alcohol and/or drugs at the request of hidher probation officer, 
to be administered at Defendmt's own expense. In addition, Defendant is to 
submit to any field sobriety evaluations requested by a law enforcement officer and 
shall submit to any test of hidher blood, breath or urine offered by a law 
enforcement officer for D.U.I. detection. 
4 .  Upon request of hisher probation officer, Defendant agrees to submit to polygraph 
examinations administered by qualified exminers and limited in scope to those 
matters which are calculated to determine whether Defendant is complying with 
the lawful conditions of probation. 
r. p5. Defendant is to serve thirty (30) days in the Ada County Jail, with credit for five 
( 5 )  days served, leavina a balance of twenty-five ( 2 5 )  days to serve. Defendant 
shall have all options to serve jail time available with the exception of an electronic 
monitoring device. If Defendant chooses the S.I.L.D. option, it shall be sewed at 
the rate of 2 to 1. Jail service is to commence within ninety (90) days and is to be 
A arranged through his/her probation officer. 
@/ilh. Jail time may be served in Gem County if agreeable to that county and if at no cost 
to Ada County. 
(1 
. Defendant may be required to serve an additional one hundred eighty (180) days in 
the Ada County Jail at the discretion of hisher probation officer and upon approval 
of this Court. 
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&- 1 %  Defendant shall perfom one hundred (100) houn of community service and pay 
the sixty (60) cent workan 's  compensation fee for each hour of service. 
Community service is to be completed within one (1) year. 
IT IS FmTHER ORDEED that the clerk shall direct a copy of this judment to the 
DepMment of Trmsportation h r  revocation of Defendant" driving privileges as provided by 
law. 
@ D. THAT THE PROBATIONER, IF PLACED ON PROBATION TO A 
DESTINATION 0UTSTr)E THE STATE OF IDAHO, OR LEAVES THE CQWINES OF THE 
STATE OF LDmO WITH OR WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE DWCTOR OF 
PROBATION AND PAROLE DOES HEWBY WAIVE EXT ITION TO THE STATE OF 
DM0 AND &LSO AGREES THAT THE S A D  PROBATIONER WILL NOT CONTEST 
ANY EFFOR;T BY ANY STATE TO M T U W  THE PROBATIONER TO THE STATE OF 
IT IS FURTHER OmERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and 
Probation Order and Gommitrnent to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of 
Defendant. 
Dated this 23rd day of October, 2009. 
TIMOTHY HANSEN 
District Judge 
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This is to certify that I have read or had read to me and fully understand and accept all the 
conditions, regulations and restrictions under which I am being granted probation. 1 wilI abide by 
and conlbm to them strictly and fully understand that my failure to do so may result in the 
revocation of my probation and commitment to the Board of Co~ection to serve the sentence 
originally imposed. 
Probationer's Signature 
Date of Acceptance 
WITNESSED: 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILXNC 
I hereby certifjl that on the day of October, 2009, 1 mailed (served) a true and 
conect copy of the within instmment to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTEmEPmTMENTAL MAIL 
V E N O N  K. SMITH 
ATTOWEY AT LAW 
1900 WEST MAIN STWET 
BOISE, DAWO 83702 
PROBATION AND PMOLE 
INVTEmEPARTMENTAL NAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAJL 
VIA C L E W S  OFFICE 
J. DAVID NAV 
Clerk of the District Court 
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ORDER SUSPENDING DMVER'S 
LICENSE 
Case No. GR-FE-2008-0000 157 
II Defendant. I 
1 1  
I 2 
I / suspension of the dnving privileges of the Defendmt by the Court, and the Coun having considered 
16 1 





I I the same; 1 
The Defendant having been found guilty of the offense of COUNT I. OPERATING A 
MOTOR VEHICLE WHLE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL (TWO OR MORE 
WITHIN TEN YEARS), FELONY, I.C. $18-8004, 8005(5), which authorizes or requires the 
l 7  / /  NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the dnving privileges and driver's 
' 11 license of the above named Defendant are hereby suspended for a period of two (2) years, absolute, 
19 1 / to run concurrently with any other suspensions and to commence after defendant's release fro111 I 
20 / / incarceration. I 
21 I 1  YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that the expiration of the period of this suspension does I 
1 1  expires. 
2 2 
2 3 
Dated this 23rd day of October, 2009. 
not reinstate your driver's license and that you must make application to the Department of 
Trmsportation of the State of Idaho for reinstatement of your license after the suspension period 
District Judge 
ORDER SUSPENDING DRIVER'S LICENSE - Page 1 




CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I do hereby certify that on the day of October, 2000, 1 caused to be mailed, by 
United States Mail, one copy of the: OWER SUSPENDING DWVER'S LICENSE as notice 
pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed 
as follows: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
UVTER DEPT MAlt 
VERNON K. f MITH 
ATTOMEV AT LAW 
1900 WEST MAIN STMET 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
DRlVER S ERVIGES 
PO BOX 7 129 
BOISE ID 8373 1 
ORDER SUSPENDING DRIVER'S LICENSE - Page 2 
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J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
Ada County, Idaho 
VEKNON K. SMITH 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1900 West Majn Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Idaho State Bar No. 1365 
I'elephone: (208) 345- 1 125 
Fax: (208) 345-1 129 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNN OF ADA 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 Case No. CR-FE-2008-0000 1 57 
1 
Plainti %Respondent, 1 NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
v. 1 
SAMUEL C. WED, 
) 
Defendant-Appellant. 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
PLAIN'I'IFF, BY AND THROUGH THE ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, 
AND THE ABOVE CLERK OF THE COURT: 
1. The above-nmed Defendant-Appellant, Samuel Reed, does file his Notice 
of Appeal against the above-named Plaintiff-Respondent, State of Idaho, to the Supreme 
Court of the State of Idaho, from that final Judgment, Suspended Sentence, Order of 
Probation, C o b m e n t ,  and Order suspending Driver's License entered of Record, in the 
District Court of the 4' Judicial District on October 28, 2009, stemming from the Court's 
earlier Memorandum Decision and Order entered June 3, 2008, denying Defendant- 
Appellant's Motion to Dismiss the criminal charges identified in the Information. 
2. That Defendant has a right to appeal this final Judgment of Conviction and 
the Order Suspending his license to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Fourth Judicial 
NOTICE OF APPE3lL P, 1 
District, as the said Judwent and Orderls) described in Paragraph 1 above are appealable 
under and pwsumt to Rule I l(c)(l), I.A.R.; that said Judment of Conviction is a final 
Judgment of Conviction entered by the Distsict Court, and said Order of Suspension affects 
the subsmtial rights of the Del'endm, as adclressed in Rule I l(c)(9), IA.R., and both said 
Orders were entered on October 28,2009, by the Dislrict Court. 
3. A preliminv stdement of the h d m e n t a l  issue(s) on appeal, which 
Appellmt does assert in this appeal, will include the follovving: 
a. Whether the lower court erred, as a rnaMer of law, by its Memorandurn 
Decision and Order entered June 3, 2008, when the lower court dertied Appellanlk Motion 
to Dismiss the felony charge identified in the Infomation, as there was not the predicate 
conviction of record from which to proceed with a felony DUI charge under Iddho law, 
notwithsmding Appellanl demonsbated to the District Court that Appellant had received a 
Wi&beld Judgmertt in one of the fanner nianers out of Valley Counv, Idaho, and the Order 
o f  Uismissd thereof, entered May 16, 2006, by the Magiskate, Henry Boomer, 121, 
specifically contained the qualtli-fjiing lmguage as was required md described in the matter of 
Stute v. Dieiz, 120 Idaho 755,756,819 P.2d 1155, 11 56 (1991), and its subsequent analysis, 
wherein said Order of Dismissal contained the lmgmge: 
"Qefendant's former plea of guilty is unconditionally withdraw, and the plea is 
deemed as tltough it had never been tendered to or accepted by the Court. Defendant's plea 
of not guilty is reins~ted in this matter, and the matter is hereby dismissed, with prejudice." 
b. Whelher the District Court, as a matter of law, was precluded from allowing 
the use of this prior withdram plea, and a plea deemed never to have been tendered to or 
accepted by the Court, and then unconditiondly vacated and dismissed under that former 
Court Order of the Valley County Court on May 16, 2006, for which said dismissal was 
000119 
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5. That a Clerk's Record is requested, and in addition to the Clerk's Standard 
Record as prepared in criminal cc;lses under Rule 28 I,A,R., Appellmt does request the 
Clerk's Record to specifically include each of the docments in the file, to include those as 
a. The Infomation filed in this case. 
b. The Motion to Dismiss filed Mach 7,2008. 
c. The Affidavit of Vernon K. Smith, filed March 7, 2008, therein containing 
the Exhibit and a m h e d  thereto a copy of the Valley County Court Order, 
filed May 16, 2006, in Valley Counq, Idabo, regarding Case No. CR03- 
401C, therein providing for the mconditioml withbawal of Defendant's 
guilty plea, reinsating the former plea of not guilty in the case, and deeming 
the guilty plea to have never been tendered or accepted by the Court, and 
dismissing the matter with prejudice. 
d. Defendmt" Memormdw in support of the Motion to Dismiss submitted in 
this case on Mxch 7,2008, to support the legal basis why the alleged charge 
in the hfomation must be under Idaho law, the Valley County Order, as 
wa5 filed May 16,2006, entered by Judge Henry R. Boomer 111, identified in 
Affidavit above that withdrew the plea, declared its non-tender and non- 
accepmce to or by the Court, and the dismissal of the case with prejudice. 
e. The SQte's Response to De-fendant's Memormdm, dated April 21,2008, 
f. The Coust's Judgment of Conviction, Suspended Sentence, Order of 
Probation, and Commim~ent, and Order Suspending Driver's License on 
Appellant's plea for the DUI, entered October 28,2009. 
6. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Notice of Appeal bas been served on the Court 
Reporter. 
b. That a Reponter" Transcript of those hearings is requested at this 
time. 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record and 
Reporter's Trmscript is requeskd and the cost thereof will be paid 
upon notification md request for pawent will be paid when required 
by the Clerk and Reporter. 
oo0121 
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d. That service has been made upon_& ~ i e s z q ~ i r e d  to be served -. 
b 
pursumt to Rule 20,IA.R. i-, 
i 
'i, 
Dated this 8"" day of December 2009. 
c /-- 
\ x i  
\\\\ / 
Vernon K. Smith 
Anomey for De-fendm \ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEmBY CERTIFY That on the 8' day of December 2009, I caused a true and 
correct: copy of the above and foregoing to be delivered to the follovving persons at the 
following addresses as follows: 
Clerk ofthe Court ( 1 U.S. Mail 
Fourth Judicial District ( 1 Fax 
Ada County ( X  1 Hand Delivered 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Ada CowQ Prosecutor $ -U~%&@l 
200 West Front Street c.-= 1 Fax K% -.-\ 
3" Floor [ X )  Wand ~eliver<d 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
NOTICE OF APPWL P 5 
TO : Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
451 West State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
FEB o 2 1030 









N O T I C E  OF T M N S C R I P T  LODGED 
TQ!Q 
Notice is hereby given that on Janauary 8, I 
lodged an appeal transcript of 30 pages for the 
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of 
the County of Ada in the 4th Judicial 
District. 
This transcript contains hearings held on: 
. . .  October 23, 2009, 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 287-7583 
TO : CLERK O F  T H E  C O U R T  
I D A H O  S U P R E M E  COURT 
4 5 1  WEST S T A T E  S T R E E T  
B O I S E ,  I D A H O  8 3 1 0 2  
STATE O F  IDAHO, 1 
) S u p r e m e  C o u r t  N o .  
) 37l52-20U> 
P l a i n t i f f - R e s p o n d e n t ,  
vs  . ) C a s e  N o .  CKFE-2008-157 
1 
S A M U E L  CONAN R E E D ,  1 
1 
D e f e n d a n t - A p p e l l a n t ,  i 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED - 
Motice i s  he reby  g i v e n  t h a t  on J a n u a r y  2 2 ,  2 0 1 0 ,  1 
lodged a t r a n s c r i p t  2 4  pages  of l e n g t h  f o r  t h e  
a b o v e - r e f e r e n c e d  appea l  w i t h  t h e  D i s t r i c t  C o u r t  C l e r k  ~f 
the County of Ada i n  the F o u r t h  J u d i s l a l  D i s t r i c t .  
HEARING BATES INCLUDED:  
Mvf ivn  t o  d i s m i s s ,  M a y  1 2 ,  2 0 0 8  
D a t e  
IN THE DISTRTCT C O m T  OF THE FOmTH m I G H L  DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O m T Y  OF ADA 
Supreme Court Case No. 371 92 
CERTWICATE OF EmCE3ITS 
I, J. DAVlD W V  0, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being 
fowaded to the Supreme Court on Appeal. It should be noted, however, that the following 
exhibits were retmed to the Prosecuting Attorney" Ofice. 
1. State's Exhibit # 1 - JOC Valley Co. 
2. State's Exhibit # 2 - JOC Ada Co, 
I FmTHER CERTFY, that the following documents will be submitted as 
CONFDENTLAL EXI-IBITS to the Record: 
1. Pre-Sentence Investigation Report, 
PN WITNESS W E N O F ,  I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 29th day of January, 2010. 
J. DAVID NAVM2R.O 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
- - --- -- 
Defendant Attorney(~) 
IN THE DSSTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH I C I X  DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN FOR THE COWTY OF ARA 
HIGER FOR JUDGE W S E N  AUGUST 10, 11, 2009 
CLErn: DI 
GT RIEPTR: Kim Madsen 
STATE O F  IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 





) Case No. FE08-157 
1 
1 EXHIBIT LIST 
1 
f 
Counsel for State: Daniel Dinger 
Counsel for Defendant: V.K. Smith 
STATE'S EXHIBITS 
1 IntoxiLyzer test admi t ~ e d  
IN THE DISTRJCT C O m T  OF THE FOmTN J W I C N  DISTRICTOF 
THE STATE OF D M O ,  IN AND FOR THE COWTU OF ADA 
STATE OF DmO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
S M U E L  CONAN WED, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Courl Case No. 37 192 
CERTEICATE OF SERVICE 
I, J .  DAVID NAVAmO, the mdersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or fnterdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
C L E W S  RECOW AND =PORTER% T 
to each of the Attomeys of Record in this cause as follows: 
VEMON K. SMITH 
ATTOWEL" FOR APPELLMT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
FEb 9 2: - 2 
Date of Service: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
LAWWNCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR m S P O m E N T  
BOISE, IDAHO 
J. DAVID NAV 
Clerk of the District Court 
IN THE DISTNCT C O m T  OF THE FOmTEI J W I C N  DISTMCT OF 
THE STATE OF D M 0 ,  IN M D  FOR THE COmTY OF ADA 
STATE OF TT)mO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
VS. 
SAMUEL C O N W  WED, 
Supreme Court Case No. 37 I92 
CERTFICATE TO MCORD 
I, J, DAVD NAVAmO, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was conrpiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true 
and corcect record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels. 
E FUR"CHER CERTIIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
8th day of December, 2009. 
J. DAVID N A V m O  
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE TO W C O W  
